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Two more of the redcoats had gone down, as a reault of the first impact of Dick's body and
fist, and thi's ,. left three stan,ding. Dick whirled and dealt three blows in quick
succession. and the ..tllre.9 went dow~ as. had · their companfons..
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CHAPTER I.
TllE '· I.IBEH'PY 130YS" ON DUTY.

Day of the year 1776, in New York City.
he British were making merry.
1
, mcral!! Rowe and Cornwallis had left the British army
rcnton, under the command of Rahl and Donop, and
come to Kew York.
· hey hnd left orders for their troops to cross the Dela~ Rivrr as soon as there was ice over it and annihilate the
·; l remnant of an army that remained under Washington.
we and hiis friends considered the war at an end.
1
ey were sure Washington was at the end of his reces and rnnst surrender as soon as the British troops
get at him.
hri~lrnas

Price 5 Cente.

II owe, in angry tones; "and then he told Cornwallis he
would have to give up the idea of returning to England and
Ptart upon the cauipaign against the "rebel " at once.
Cornwallis mounted a horse and started at once for

Princeton, where he found Donop throwing up intrenchments.
From Donop's lips he heard the story of the wonderful
feat of the intrepid commander-in-chief of the pat.riot arm.v.
Cornwallis was furious to think of how they had been
outgeneraled by a man with such a small force of men, and
he ct about getting ready to try to retrieve their shattered
fortunes at once.
Meanwhile Washington had recrossed the Delaware River
from Trenton, with his one thousand prisoners, and, after
getting things in shape, he again crossed the river with hi,.
army and took up his position in rl'renton.

cnce the merriment in New York on this Christmas
This was done on the 2!Jth 0£ December.
of the momentous year of 1176.
As soon as he had successfully accomplished this he sent
rmrallis, the British general, had even gone so far as
ck bis portmanteaus and send them abonrd the ship; word for Dick Slater, the young man who had done good
eervice both as a spy ancl in lhe ranks, to come to hcailic wns intending to ail for England on the morrow.
q11:u·ters.
·I l he did not sail.
Half an hour later Dick, a handsome, bright-faced. manlvxt day word was received by special messenger that
looking youth of eighteen years, entered Wa hington's headral Washington, the man whom they had supposed to
the encl oC his resources, had crossed the Delaware quarters and reported to the commander-in-chief.
"Dick," saicl General Washington, earnestly, "J have some
' · on Christinas night, had fallen upon the Hessians at
important work for you."
ton, and aftrr killing their commander, Colonel Rahl,
"I shall be glad to attempt to do the 1r,ork, your cxceleventeen of his men, the entire.body of Hessians, numfoncy,'' said Dick, quietly; "and if I can accomplish it I
g one tbo11 and men, had been forced to surrender.
shall be only too happy."
•.mnt Donop, who hacl been stationed at Burlington, a
"I believe you, my boy. You have scr,ccl mc well many
, kiles below Trenton, had been forced to flee, leaving
ounded, his stores and cannon, and was now on his times already, and I think yon will be nble lo do so again."
"I Lope so, sir."
o Princeton with his troops.
"What I wish you lo do, Dick, is this : Take a party of
l . e news was a shock to Howe and Cornwallis, anrl, in
men, say a dozen, and go in the direction of Princeton on a
o all the British and their sympathizers.
scouting expedition. 'l'hc enemy, as we feel ' UJ\', has retireil
eir Christmas festivities were rudely interrupted.
Princeton, but I am confident that Generals Howe and
·to
ir joy and hilarity was turned to gloom.
1

shington's resources had not been exhausted after all.
. . e war was not at an end by any means.
4
lced, the end was far from being in sight.
will tak<:> ano1hel: cnmpaign to rnd it!" cried General
• •

Cornwallis will join ihe army there and start forward
toward 'l'rcntou, to try to retrieve their losses by recaptur- ,
iug ru1d repossessing Trenton. ']'bey may do so, but I wi 'h
to know of it in ample time, if they do attempt it, and you

2
will take the men and ride toward Princeton. Go as far as
The youths obeyed, and fifteen minutes later t1tey
you can, even to within sight of Princeton, if they have not nounced that they were ready.
yet left there, and then keep watch. As soon as they start
Then they left their quarters and went to where
send me word by messenger, and then retreat before them horses were kept.
as they advance, sending me word of their movements every
They selected a dozen of the besl animals among
few hours, ancl in this way I will be kept informed of what ho1:.;;es and, saddling and bridling them, they mounted
1
the enemy is doing. Can you do this, do you think?"
rode away, going north toward Princeto1J . .
"I think so, your excellency. It should not be difficult of
Dick was mounted upon "Major," his own horse, a l!l
accomplishment."
nificent animal which he had captured from the British f
"No; it will recr1ire care anrt judgment to keep from fall- months bcfere, on Lollg Island.
ing into the hundi of the British."
Major had been a fa\•orite charger of <icneral Howe.
"They w~ll have hard work catching us," smiled Dick. "I
He was a splendid animal, with Arabian blood jiE
shall take some of my 'Liberty Boys,' and as we have some veim•, and ]1c was very ~peedy and had great !'taying pow
good horsc::i which we captured from the Brifoh the other
Major ha<l taken Dick safely through many danger.
day, we will be able to do the work in good style."
As the youths rode past a house, in leaving 'l1 rento
"'rake whom you like, Dick. You certainly could not do beautiful girl who stood in a doorway waved to Dick
better than to take some of your 'Liberty Boys.'"
smiled at him, Dick doffing his hat and bowing witlt g1
"When shall I start, your excellency?"
and courtesy in respom1e.
<
"At once, Dick; or as soon as you can get ready.•
"Who is she, Dick?" a<;ked Mark ~'lorris011, a harnis
"We will be off within the hour!'' was the prompt reply, young fellow who rode just behind Dick.
and then Dick Vtithdrew.
';Her name is Mildred :Marshall,'' replied Dick.
"Bob will be tickled when he learns that he and some of father is a stro11g patriot and helpeu me escape the :aig
the other boy,are to go along with me," thought Dick, with wal:l found out to be a spy when I was in the Hessian '
a smile.
a shorL time ago, as you will remember."
Dick was the captain of a company of youths of about his
"Say, she's a beauty, Dick!" said Mark, and he lei,;
own age.
back with an admiring look in his handsome eyes.
He and a close friend of his, Bob Estabrook by name,
"She is pretty,'' said Dick, quieily; "and as sweet-i.
had got the company up more than four months before the is beautiful."
date of which we write, and they had joined
army and had been with it ever since.

Washington'~

"Say, if you talk that way very much more I shall \\
home and tell sister Alice all about it!"' laughed Bob Fi
They had clone good service, too, for no members of the brook, who rode beside Dick.
I.
army were braver than they.
"And if you do, I shall write to sister Edith and tellt
They went into battles with the enthusiasm of youth, and how you are making love to that farrner·s daughter Ol'lfi
their example was inspiring, and wherevEr the "Liberty Pennsylnmia !" said Dick, with a smile.
l
Boy8 of '76" were there would be the scene of some desperate
Dick and Bob were each in love with the other's sish1.1
fighting.
'rhcy lived within a quarter of a mile oi each oiher,w
c

Dick was soon at the quarters where the "Liberty Boys" Tarrytown, N. Y., and they had lived thu~, close neigh t
were stationed, and when he told them what the commander- sinre they could remember, and they had each fallen il'l,, 1
in-chief wished him to ,do, the entire company wanted to with the other's sister long ago, and the girls, Aheetl
accompany him.
Edith, were very much in love with Dick and Bob, a:ai ie
"No, I can't take so many," said Dick. "I will tell you proud of the splendid records the youths w~re makin 11
what we will do. You may draw lots to see who are to go. the army.
rl
I want a round dozen, no more, no less."
There was nothing of the flirt in the makeup of e,T
Tlte youths drew lots, and the eleven who were to accom- youth, either, and their attentions to other girls whom w

'c

pany Dick were highly elated.
encountered in the course oi' their traYels with the
The others were downcast, but did not murmur, as they were innocent, and they did not go to the length of mli1c
had had their chance and fortune had not favored them.
love by any means, so there was no foundation to Dick tl
"Get ready at once, boys," ordered Dick. "We must get mark, as Bob's "making love" had been confined to excl'c
off as soon as possible."
ing a few courteous and friendly words with a b1ai

rc
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:lller·s daughter whom Bob had encountered while out on
foraging expedition.

"That's right," agreed Bob. f'We will have to stop chat~ering and keep still. If there were any redcoats in half a
There was no reai;on why the .youths should not remain mile of us, they would hear us."
to A lice and Edith, for two more beautiful girls could
"Who's making any more noise than Bob Estabrook?"
t have been found.
laughed Mark Morrison.
~rhey 1rere as beautiful as it was possible for girls to be,
"Mark Morrison, for one," retorted Bob.
a~ sw0et as they were beautiful, and the only thing that
When they were within a couple of miles of Princeton
Tied Dick and Bob was the fact tha~ they were so far they crossed a branch of the Raritan River and entered quite
iy from their sweethearts that they could not go and see heavy timber.
m when t11e)' would have liked to do so.
They proceeded slowly now, and when they had gone a
'Suy, I think I shall write to Alice, myself, and tell her mile farther Dick stopped.
u t this !'""said !IJark Morrison, with a grin; "then she
"I don't think it will be good policy to keep ahead on this
write to Dick anu bring him up with a round turn and road,'' he said. "If there are pickets out they will be stan step in an cl get this beautiful Miss Mildred myself!" tioned along the road. I think we had better strike out into
Some of tho rest of us will have something to say about thetimber and make a circuit and approach the town from
-, 1.Iark F' said a jolly yom1g fellow named Sam Sunder-· a direction we would not be expected to come from."
_ ··Y on'll have to wol'k hard if you win her away from
"I think that is a good idea,'' said Bob.
l can tell you Lhat right now; for I have fallen in love
"So do~I,'' declared Sam Sunderland.
hu myself!"
The others all said the same.
3ah ~ She W<J\lldn'Uook at you when Pm around!" said
So they left the road and entered the timber.
' ·Jc "You are good-looking, Sam, but you aren't in my
Dick led the way and had gone perhaps three-quarters of
at all !"
a mile in a semi-circuitous direction, as he did not wish to
~hat.'s all right; hut we'll let Miss Mildred settle that approach Princeton too fast, when suddenly he brought
-t-ion. We won't let you decide it."
M~jor to a stop.
bher wore a jolly lot of youths, and anyone to have seen
"'l'here's a house in a clearing just ahead o:f us,'' he said
that morning would not have thought they were bound in a low voice.
n errand tl1at was dangerous, and might end in the
"Good enough!" said Bob; "we can get something to eat.
N h of one or all of them.
It is noon, and l!m as hungry as a bear."
11ey ~ctcd more like they were going on a lark of some
"Yes, but we ~d better be careful,'' said Dick; "there
. may be redcoats · there !"
1ut that was characteristic of the "Liberty Boys."
~hc.Y were clmck full of life and spirits all the time, but
l the necessity arose, when they were confronted by an
'hy anu there was'nghting to be done, they became sober
CHAPTER TI.
gh, but they fo11gbt with a daredevil recklessness that
tit~ highest type of courage, and their example was
TI-IE PATRIOT AND HIS WIFE.
ys of great encouragement and value to other troops,
'.e he -fighting was of the highest order:
"'I'hat's right," _agreed Mark Morrison; "we had bette1·
e little party rode onward at a brisk canter.
go a bit slow."
was quite cold and the horses felt lively and were inDick leaped to the ground and passed the halter-strap t°'
1 to move at a goou pace.
Bob.
e was only a matter of ten miles or so to Princeton, and
"Hold my horse, Bob,'' he said. "I will go and investi11
would reach there soon enough; anyway.
gate and see if the coast is clear."

re

e roacl led through the timber a good portion of the
Bob took the strap and Dick made his way forward to
ce, :-tnd Dick, as they drew -nearer to Princeton, slack- ·the cuge of the clearing.
the speed and tola the youths to keep their eyes open.
He paused there, and standing behind a tree, watched the
c -c must not let ourselves run into ambush,'' he said. house for several minutes.
are out to spy on the British, not to let them get the 11 Presently the door of the house, which was a large, double
I
of us. "
I log house, opened and a man emerged.

r
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Ile was a tall, angular mall, and was a typical hunter"Self-interest is a powerful thing," he said. ''Well, wl
farmer of that region.
about it? Can we get something to eat here?"
"How menny uv ye is there?"
He had a gun on hi!fSnoulder and was evidently starting
"There is just a round dozen of us."
out hunting.
The woman helcl up her hands in horror.
A tall, gaunt woman appeared in the doorway and said
"'l1 har hain't enuff stuff in the house to feed three m
something to the man, and he paused to answer her.

"I guess they are alone," thought Dick; "it will be sa£e let alone a dnzzen !" she said.
to make my presence known, I guess."
Tile rnan looked keenly at Dick, who returned the li

Dick left the shelter of the trC'es and walked across the unflinchingly.
"Yer not re<lcoa ts?" he askeu.
clearing toward the house.
Dick shook his head.
The woman, whose face was 1.oward Dick, saw him first,
"X
o," he replied.
ancl she said somethin£ to the man, evidently her husband,
"N ur Tories ?"
and he turned facing Dick ancl brought his rifle down off his
Dick shook his head still more vigorously.
shoulder and held it in readiness for use.
"~ ot by a long shot!" he said.
His action looked a bit threatening, but Dick did nol hesi'l'he man's face lighted up.
tate.
"'rhcn ye mus' be patriots!" he exclaimed.
He kept on advancing till he was within ten feet o.f the
Dick saw the man was. pleased with the. thought.
man, who made a menacing motion with the rifle, and said:
would be no danger in acknowledging the fact
There
"Stop whar ye air, stranger! Who are ye, ennyhow, an'
they \rere patriots.
whut d'ye want?"
"\\'c are patriots," he said, quietly, unbuttoning his o 1
"I am a friend, I think," said Dick, quietly. "I am a
coat and sho,ring his uniform.
t
traveler, and I have some more friends back here who are
"Good rm1ff !"the man said. "Ef ye kin wait an hou-rl
1.1ungry. We are looking for some place where we can get
ole woman will be able ter git JC up somelhin' ter eat, ft
something to eat."
Imo\\· whur tl1ere is some wild turkeys, an' I kin bag soni
awhy don't ye go inter Princeton, then; thar's whur all
half an hour."
ther redcoats is, an' they'd give ye somethin' ter E'.at, I
"We can wait," said Dick. "In fact, we don't care ~'
think."
going-any farther until after nightfall, and we would ra:~
Dick looked at the man and then at the woman, searchstay here than not."
ingly and shrewdly.
"All right; bring y , frien's ter ther house and makeh
Somehow he got the idea that they were patriots, and that
selves tcr home till I come back."
th~y did not like the redcoats any too well.
Dick immediately gave utterance to a peculiar whl.t
He resolved to test the matter a little further before dewhich was a signal for the boys to advance, and a mk
claring himself, however.
later they rocle into the clearing and up to the cabin.
"One would think you did not like the redc<iltlts, the way
"Why, ycr all boys!" said the man, who had waitecl'
you talk," he remarked, carelessly.
of curiosity, doubtless, to see Dick's friends.
"I hev good reason not ter like 'em, st.ranger," was the
"Yes; we are known as the 'Liberty Boys of '76,' " re
prompt reply; "they come in heer yisterd'y an' took ever'-· Dick, quietly.
thin' we heel in the house! The'd a-took ther ole woman, I
''\Vhut !" exclaimed the man; "why, I've heerd tell o

'

guess, ef she hedn't a-be'n so homely!" with a grin. "They's A fricn' uv mine, name uv Joe Saunders, down T1
the worst theeves I ever see in all my life!"
way, hez tole me er Jot erbout ther 'Libbity Boys,' an''.
"I guess you are right about that,'' said Dick. "You were ully erbout one uv the name 1.w Dick Slater."
"I am Dick Slater,'' said Dick, quietly.
glad, then, when you heard that Washington· had whipped
"Sho ! ye don't say!" and the man stared at Dick i
them, and after capturing a thousand of them, had driven
clent
admirution.
the others away from Trenton?"
'l'he woman, too, looked at Dick with admiring in
"I wuz glad uv et ontil they come heer an' stole me outer
It
was evident that Joe was held in considerable est
house an' home, an' then I a-mos' wished thet Washington
both, and that his praii::e of Dick had been warm.
hccl11't driv' 'em away frum 'rrenton."
"Where will we put the horses?" Dick asked.
Dick laughed.
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"Ycr'Jl he.- ter jes' tic 'em ier trees, I gues:,. I hain·l hev ter come home! Et's hard ter think m 'im fightin'
no stable, sa,·e thet lcetlc shed, yonder, an· it wouldn'L ag'imt ther peeple uv his own country."
kl more'n two uv lher critters .. ,
"IL i rather bard on you and your husband," said Dick,

'lt

''\Vhat will we do for feed for the hor~es? · a .. kcd Bob.
sympathetically.
The man hesitated, and then a g rin crossed his homely
"Yes, et' purty hard, but we hev got Lcr stan' ct..,
cc, as he said :
'l'he woman went about her work and the youths sat about
"I hain't got no iecd, 'cause I hain't got no hos:>; but th·~ fire in the big fireplace ·and talked for nearly an hour,
·1r's er Tory lives over thet a1ray," jerking hr thumb to and then Mr. Sprague suddenly cnlercd the cabin.
icatc the direction. "Re hez er cornfield with some shock
Ile had ft>tu turkeys-fine, big, fat fel101Ys, loo.
corn jn ct, an' ther fiel<l hain't more'n er quarter 111· n
·' . .ih, ha~ ~ow ire will feasL !''said Bob, with an anticide fruru hecr. When ct gits dark this CYenin· ycr niought patory grin 0£ pleasure.
'1'aal, yer knows "·hut I mean."
"Those are fin e iellows !" said Dick.
"That's the scheme!" cried Bob. "Wc'll stay here till
"They air sartinly all right," grinned Hank.
er dark and get some corn for the horses."
It took j\fr. Sprague and his wife half an hour to drc.30 the
turkeys, and then Mrs. Sprague began cookiug i.hem .
' What is your name?" asked Dick.
'Hank Sprague.''
:\.~ fasi as the meat was cooked it 11 as set before the youths
'Yery well, Mr. Sprague. \\"e will remain here, and if and they ale heartily, for they were Ycry hungry.

It w~. ~ a ~low process, as they had to wait between times,
disagreeable to you, we may slay a day or two. l don'L
id telling you that we have been sent here by Genera] and it took more than an hour to satisfy the appetites of all.
Then Mr. Sprague and his wife ate in their turn.
~bington to watch the British and report their doings by
ding messengers to him at 'l'renton, and we could find no
'l'he youths spent the rest of the a.fternoon there, and
er place close to Princeton from which to pursue our in- talked to Mr. Sprague and his wife.
igations."
Dick made several trips to the edge of the timber, where
• ·Yer welcome ter slay ez long ez ye like, Di ek Slater!" lte could look toward Princeton, and had seen no sign.s of the
the hearty reply. "'l'har·s on\ one thing I a. k m· ye.'' Briti~h stirring.
':iud what is that?"
lfo was afraid they might move, and he wished to know' it

lThet ye don't call me '.Jfist€r Spragne.' Call me Hank."
All right, Hank. 'l'hat is easy.''
Make ycrselvcs ter home,'' Hank invited; "I'll be back
e i them turkeys jes' cz soon cz po~s.rrblt>.'.
Ve will do so,'' was the reply.
·And I hope you won't make any t:\listake about those
iikeys," ~aid Bob, caressing his stomach. "I'm as hungry
t. polar bear!"

in time 1.o retreat and send a messenger to General Washington.
A~

evening drew near Dick became restless.
He managed to keep still., however, till after supper, and
then the task of making their way to the cornfield of the
Tory and helping themselves to some corn for their horse~
l;ept him o~cupied for another half-holll', but when this had ·
bt'en accomplished, and they were seated in the cabin talkr1 'he man set out then, and was soon lo-t to sight in the ing, Dick turned to Bob and said:
her.
".Bob, I believe I will ven,ture into Princeton. I want to
·e he yonths then attended to the horses .
see what the redcoats are up to."
I they could do was to tie lhe animals to trees, aml this
B0b started and looked at Dick in wonder, ua did the
0 did.
olhe1 s, ulso.
· en they went to the house.
"You <lrC crazy, Dick!" Bob said. "There are a lot of
's iey entered and were made welcome by Mrs. Sprague. lhun there who would recognize you and you would be made
'ck entered into convcr8ation with the woman and a pristrncr and strung up in a hlll'ry !"
eel that she had a son, Tom, who wa in the British
"'l'haf right!" agreed Mark Morrison.

"You ·d better not risk it, Dick!" said Sam Sunderland.
"lt \1 br purty dangerous bizness," said Mr. Sprague.
"Oh, nol so very dangerous," said Dick. "If it was in
te ot et inter him somehow, an' the fursL we knowed he the daytime it w·ould be, but after night I will be enabled to
off an' j'ined the British. I don't wisht he'd git killed," keep from being recognized, I am sure."
dderl, Foberly; "but I do \rish't hc·n git woondcd f'O he\1
The others tried to dissuade Dick, but he was determined ..
i '·
. dunno how Tom come ter be a Tory,'' lhe woman said,
ntsad voice. "He ~icln't l'Lun et frum me mu Hank, but
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"It is the only way to find out what the redcoats are] went back into the other room the youtm uttered exclam
doing," he said, determinedly. "I am going to go into the tions.
town and look around a bit."
"Say, your best friends wouldn't know you on the str
after
night, Dick !" said Bob.
The others said no more to try to dissuade him.
"They would not; that's 11 fact!" said Sam Sunderla
They knew Dick well, and knew that when he made up his
"Never!"
declared Mark Morrison.
mincl to do a thing he would do it, if possible.
All said the same thing.
He would attempt it, anyway.
"I'm glad to hear you say it,'' said Dick. "l shall fl
lie !ooked around the room and seemed to be pondering.
quite safe."
Presently he turneu to Mr. Sprague.
"Don't be too ri11ky on the strength of it, though, Die
"Have )OU anything in the way of old clothing that I
said
Bob, who did not wish Dick to get into trouble.
e
conld put en, so as to disguise me?" he asked. "I would not
"Oh, I'll be careful, Bob."
be recognized so quickly then."
After a little further conversation, Dick said be would
Mr. Sprague looked inquiringly at his wife.
"Didn't Tom leaTe some uv hifl ole clothes here, wife?" and bidding them all good-bye he left the house.
He had gone only a few steplil when the door opened
he asked.
Mrs. Sprague emerged from the house and called to him.·
1'.lte woman nodded.
Dick paused, and when the woman approached him fE
"Yes; there is some uv his clothes out in his room,'' was
D
said, in a voice which trembled with emotion:
the reply.
"Mister Slater, I wanter ask ye sumthin'.
"An' they'd jes' erbout fit ye, too, Dick,'' declared Hank.
·
Thet ef ever ye git a chance ter do my boy Tom a favor, 1
"Tom is our boy," he explained. "He's twenty yeers ole, an'
ye do it? I mean, if ye should run acrost 'im an'_ he
he lef' us ter go inter the British army."
tryin' ter captur' ye, er sumthin' like thet, ye woul~ sp'l ·
The man's voice was sad.
his life, instead uv killin' 'im ?"
re
"\Te done all we could ter keep 'ill frum doin' uv et,"
"I promise you, Mrs. Sprague,'' said Dick, earnestly.~
gaid the woman; ''but he wuz boun' ter go, an' we couldn't
Ho was touched by the woman's words, and he t~oughf'h
he'p ourselves. I wuz tellin' the young gentlemen erbout
how bis mother would feel if she was situated as this I tc
Tom while ye wuz out huntin'," she added, explanatively, to
>i
woman was.
het' husban<l.
"Oh, thank ye, Mister Slater!" the woman exclaiu}[
"That will be just the thing!" said Dick. "I will wear his "an' ye will tell the other young men the same thingr
6lothes, and if I get in a tight place I will claim I am a please a poor old mother?"
'b
farm. er'!.~ boy, come to toWn for a doctor, or s@mething like
•
"I will, madame. I don't suppose I will ever meet ~t o
~hat."
son, or that I would know him if I did, but I promiser
"Thef will be er good plan," said Hanle "Ye kin tell 'em that if I do ever meet him and know him, and can sparPst
ye air huntin' Dockter Scott, ef they gits .ve ·pinned down. life, or do anything to save it if it is threatened, I will ghot
He's ther lendi_n' doclder uv Princaton."
do it."
"All right; I'll remember the name."
•
"Oh, thank ye! Thank ye!" the woman said.
I
Rank now, at Dick's request, showed him into the room
Then, Dick bade her good-night and as she re-enteredU
that had been occupied by Tom, the Tory son, and the youth cabin he struck off through the timber in the directicic
took a look at the clothing.
,,•
Princeton.
It was in the main odds and ends, and cast-off garments
t
of rough cloth and make, but it would answer Dick's purpose ndmirably.
be
OHAP'l'ER Ill.

"It is just what I need," the youth said.
"All right; I'm glad uv et-an' wife an' me will both be
glad ef Tom's clothes will help in the Great Cause."
Then Hank le.ft the room, leaving a candle behind him.
Dick quickly removed his uniform and donned a suit of
the rough clothes left by Tom. An old, dilapidated hat and
.1

IN THE ENElfrs G.A.~IP.

Dick was soon out of the timber.
He crnerged into a · .field.
The town lay less than half a mile clistant.
The quickest and easieet \vay to rearh it was to cro.

rough pair of boots completed the makeup, and wha Dick field.

:.
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This Dick set out to do.
Presently he met a couple of redcoats, who looked at him
He walked along at a fair pace.
a bit suspiciously, Di-0k thought.
A few minutes later he left the field and approached the
"~f ullo !" one said, as t~ey came to a stop, barring his adwn.
vance. "Who are you, and where are you going?"
He moved slowly and cautiously now.
"I live on a farm out in the country aways," replied Dick,
He knew he was likely to stumble onto a picket at any in a strong nasal voice, "an' I heT come to town to buy some
oment.
things."

He wished to avoid them if possible.
It was his desire to slip into the town.
If he were challenged and could not explain his errand to
1e satisfaction of the sentinel he would be turned over to
e officer of the guard, who. would in all probability take
m before some of the officers who would recognize him.
It was a clear, cold night.
he moon was not yet up, but the stars were numerous
brilliant, and gave a faint light, which made it possible
p} a keen-eyed individual like Dick to see a short distance
Jh more or less distinctness.
Dick would advance a few ·feet, stop, look and listen, and
I
tl:f1, if he saw or heard nothing, he would move forward

"Oh, ho l That's it, is it?"
"Yes, Mister Officer."
This little bit of flattery tickled the vanity of the redcoat,
and he slapped his companion on the shoulder.
"Ho, comrade, did you hear that?" he exclaimed. ''I'm
an officer, do you hear? Salute your officer, I say !"
Then both laughed.
"Make him salute," said the other, thinking to have a bit
of fun with the supposed countryman.
"That's a good idea!" and the other laughed. "Salute,
country! What right have you to stand there in front of
an officer in the king's service and not offer to salute? Salute at once!"

"I don't know how. I don't know what ye mean, Mister
e was just about to enter the town when he .heard the Officer," said Dick, with a capital assumption of ignoranca.
t sound of measured footsteps, and stooping down so as
The two soldiers laughed.
et the clear sky for a background, he was enabled to see
"There's provincial ignorance for you!" said one.
faint outlines of a sentinel.
"Right!" from the other.
he sentinel was guarding the street at the entrance to
The fellows had been drinking, and one especially was
town.
ripe for deviltry of almost any sort.

ick stood perfectly still and pondered the situation.
had better retreat and try another street," he thought.

"Make him salute, anyway!" he s,uggested.
"That's a good i<lea !" the other agreed, falling into the
L
idea
of the other to have some fun out of the countryman.
gjrhaps they may not kave all the streets guarded."
he street where Dick was extended east and west through "Salute, anyway, whether you know how or not!"
"But how can I if I don't know how?" asked Dick, pret ytown, and Dick was on the west side of the town.
se IT'hey would likely guard the south and west sides the tending to be worried.
Heest," thought Dick, "as it would likely be from one or
"'l'hat's for you to say," was the reply. "You've got to
gl other of these directions that they would look for the E<alute, and that's all there is about it!"

roach of the patriot forces. If I go around to the north
"Yes; if ~'Ou don't know how, guess at it," from the other.
I think I shall be able to enter unchallenged."
"You have got to salute us, and you had better do so at
re~1is was good reasoning, and the event proved that it was. once."
[tiof ck made his way back to what he considered a safe dis"Oh, I have got to salute ye, hev I?" remarked Dic:k, in a
~' and then he made a circuit and appproached the town peculiar tone, which the two ascribed to fear.
the north.
The tone was not occasioned by fear, however.
was very careful, for he thought it was barely possible
Dick saw the fellow. s were bent on having fun with him,
e might be mistaken about there being no sentinels on 1 and decided to turn the joke on them.
i;ide.
They were going to force him to Ralute them ; well and
!s surmise had been correct, however.
goocl. He would do it, but he would give them 11 salute that

I
I

tere was no sentinel posted there, and he entered the they would not forget soon, and such as they were not lookunchallenged.
ing for.
•walked slowly down the street and kept his eyes wide
''Yes, you have got to salute us!" was the reply.
cro

"But I told you thet I don't know how," protested Dick.
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"It doesn't matter; we aren't particular, just so you sa- doubtless, but some comrades in arms came along and part
lute us. If you don't know the regulation ss:ilute, invent one them and wanted to 1.'Ilow what it was all about.
of your own. That will do as well.'
'!'he two men tried to explain, but were incoherent for
"All right," said Dick; "I'll do so! Shall I do et right time.
now?"
Their friends managed to get the story out of the
"Yes, right now," and they drew themselves up in mili- finally, however, and when they heard it they~could not h:
tary style to receive the sakte.
from laughing.

"All right, then, Mister Officers; I salute ye-thus!''

"It seems that the country lout got the better of you, aft

As Dick spoke he leaped forward.
nll," one re1harked.
He had measured the distance carefully in the dim light
''.Tove! He must have been a pretty gooJ man, after al
and out shot his fists and took the two would-be funny red- to have laid you both out so easily and neatly !" from at
coats fair between the eyes, knocking both down upon the other.
sidewalk with a thump.
"He hit harder than a mule can kick !" grumbled one ~
"There! That is my style of salute to such fellows as the two victims of their own attempt at being smart.
you!" cried Dick, and he leaped away up the street at a run
"I thought a house had fallen on me!" complained
and was around the corner before the amazed and dazed other.
And then their friends had
laugh again.
redcoats could ·scramble to their feet and collect their wits.
The tones of the voices of the two were so lugubrio
But weren't they mad when they got up?
sounding that they could not help it.
They raved and swore like pirates.
"And not satisfied with the clip3 the countryman g~
To be treated thus by a country lout-as they imagined
Dick to be-was almost more than their proud spirits could you, yon must fall upon and pound up each other, eh?"
marked one.
endure.
"Well, we were half-dazed and angry, and didn't mi
"Curses on the country lout!" roared one, feeling around
than
half know what we were doing," explained one of f
for his hat, which had been knocked off when its owner
battered men.
struck the pavement.
"I see. Well, rome :llong to your quarters and get pate]
"I'll murder him !" roared the other, also feeling around
up, fellows."
for bis hat.
l
The two allowed themselves to be led away.
.
In their half-dazed condition and the semi-darkness they
1
Meanwhile Dick had been making. his way through 1
could not see very well, and accidentally bumped their heads
town.
together.
He had expected to be followed by the two redcoats, ,
This made them angry at each other.
was surprised when he s.aw no ~igns of pursuit by them.
"You fool !" roared one, rnbbing his head.
"That is strange," be thought. "I expecteJ that t
"You idiot !'1 roared the other, also rubbing his head.
would be after me lively, thirsting for revenge and eagc
"You got us into this difficulty by wanting to have some
get evrn with me.''
fun with the lout!" cried one.
'"'
Ile did not know, of course, that the two barl gotten
"You were in for it as much as I was!" declared the other. a fight bebvcen themselves, and had he known it he WI
"I wasn't!"
have been arnused.
''You were !"
''Well, it suits me just that much better," he tho
"You're a liar f"
"I would be likely to attract attention if I was Iorcq
"You're another !"
keep on running, and now I can slow down anrl take it e.
"Jove I but I'll take the lie from no one! 'fake that!"
Dick did so.
"That" was a blow in the face.
H c did not wish to attract attention if be cou Id he
A fierce cry of pain and anger was the response from the
He kept a lookout behind him, however.
man struck, and he returned the blow with interest.
He sti ll feared the two redcoats would pursue him.,
'!'hen they went to fighting like two Kilkenny cats, and
He could not understnnd why they had not done so.
they fought until both were pounded in such a manner as to
But o.f course they did not do so, and he soon got ove~
make them almost unrecognizable.
thought that they would appear.
'l'hry wo11ld have fought till one or both waq unconscious,
He watched in front of him.

to
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He kept his eyes open, too, with regard to the houses and of a doctor's services. Come out h ere on the street; I will
show you where Dr. Scott's office is."
ores he passed.
He wished to, if possible, locate the headquarters of the
Bri tish generals, Howe and Cornwallis.
This would be a difficult matter, however.
Still, he might stumble onto them.
Dick hoped he might do so.
He wa~ pretty lucky, u sually.
If possible, Dick wished to learn something regarding the

Dick accompanied the Tory tradesman out onto t hE: street.
The man pointed down the street.
".A stairway leads up between t wo buildings yonder," he
"Go up those stairs and knock on the door at the
fon ding. That is Dr. Scott's office."

. said.

"Thank you !" said Dick, an d he hast ened away.
He was soon up the flight of stairs and knocked on the

plaus of the British.

door.
He did not more than half expect to be able to do so, but
"Come in," called a voice.
he was willing to take considerable risk in order to do so.
Dick entered.
Dick was a brave youth.
He found himself in a typical doctor's office.
He had won many times before by employing bold tacA portly man sat at a desk at one si<l.e.
ics, and he thonght that he might do so again.
He was looking over his shoulder at Dick.
He was ready to take the risk, anyway, in the hope of gain"Well?" he growled.·
.
·ng valuable in.formation.
"You arc wanted, Dr. Scott, at the headquarters of the
Ile was ruovina 'ait>ng the street when· suddenly a man
British general; he is very ill."
~
:une rnnuing down the steps of !1- house and addressed him :
''l'iTho-Cormrallis ?" was the query.
"We want a doctor, quick, my boy!" he said. "General
"No; General Howe."
owe is suddenly ill ! I am a stranger here and do not
The <l.octor did not seem much excited.
· ow any doctors. Bring one quickly and .I will pay you
"Rum!'' he said; "what ails him-an overdose of the paell for it !"
triot army or too much Christmas turkey?"
"All right, sir; I'll bring a doctor at once!" said Dick.
Dick could hardly keep from smiling.
Then he turned and ran down the street.
"I'll wager the doctor is a patriot!" he thought.
"'Perhaps I may be able to get into the house now," he
"I don't know, sir," he replied. "One o.f' the officers came
hought. "I'll get the doctor and try to get in along with
out as I was passing there just now and told me to bring a
I"

.

doctor quick, as General Howe was taken suddenly ill. That
It >ms :i bold scheme, but Dick was the youth to put it is all I lmow about it."
rough boldly.
"Humph! Well, I guess I'll have to go and see what ails
him; though I think it would be a good thing for the country if three or four of the British generals. 11oulc1." die off
t
sudclcnly !"
·e1
CH.APTER IV.
Dick laughed.
Ill '

AS A. DOCTOR'S ASSISTANT.

But Dick was confronted by a difficulty.
He did not know where to go to find a d,oclor.

"I don't know but you're right," be said. "I judge from
what you have said that you are a patriot."
The doctor looked at Dick shrewdly.

"I'm no king's man," he said, calmly, "and you are no
boy!" he added; eyeing Dick's bright arnl handfarmer's
Suddenly he remembered that Mr. Sprague had said Dr.
some face keenly.
ott was the name of the leading doctor in Princeton.
"You arc right, Dr. Scott," said Dick.
He ran into a store and asked the proprietor where Dr.

Anrl tllC'n Dick s11cldenly decided to trust in the doctor
ott's office was.
The grocer a kcd Dick what he wisheJ with the doctor. and 7et him to let him enter the headquarters of the Br!tish
n . "J don't "·ant him for myself," the youth replied: "Gen- geMr<1 ls with him.

).

"I am a patriot," he continued; "and I am here to try to
information of the plans of the British. You are
t the cJoctor."
"What'. Grneral Howe ill? Then you must hurry, my going to their headquarters; let me go with yo~i. I'll cnrry
The !!'~neral must not be allowed to suffer for want your doctor'~ c<lse."

al

II011

e has bfen taken suddenly ill and a man told me to

~ecurc
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- "What is your name?" the doctor asked, with an air of in- r "YOU can sit down in that room there," said the orderl
terest.
indicating a rd'om on the right, and Dick entered the roo
"Dick Slater, sir."
as the orderly and the doctor passed on toward the room o
The doctor started.
cupied by General Howe.
"I ha rn heard of you,'' he said; "you ,have made quite a
There was a candle burning in the room which Di
Bame for yourself as a spy."
fom1d himself in.
"I have done a little something m that line,'' said Dick,
He glanced around and saw there was a door at the fa
modestly.
ther end of the room.

"I should say you have !" earnestly. "Well, I'll take you
He walked to the door immediately.
along if you wish it, but you will be venturing into a dangerH e heard voices, which came from the other side of t
ous place. If you should be detected you would probably door, evidently from the adjoining room.
be shot or hanged."
"I know _that, doctor."
Dick spoke coolly and calmly.
"And you are willing to risk it~"
"Yes, indeed!"
"All right; come along with me, then."
"As soon. as I get a chance, after we are inside the house, I
will le:ive you, doctor, and shift for myself," said Dick.
"You had better stay beside me, my boy. If you go to
roaming a):>out by yourself you will be captured."
"I'll risk it,'' with a smile.
'l'he doctor rose and put on his hat.
'rhen he handed Dick his medicine-case and the two left
the office and went down the street.
They made their way toward the British headquarters at
a rapid walk.

Dick listened and was able to make out the words bein
spoken.
He soon learned that the room was occupied by severa
British officers.
'l'hey were talking of the campaign which was to be begu
against Washington and the patriot army at once.
Dick learned that it was intended that the British force
should move upon 'l'renton the first or the second day o
January.
-· "I wonder if the illness of General Howe will delay u
any?" Dick he'ard one ask.
"Oh, no," was the reply. ''Besides the general is on!
temporarily ill. He will be all right by to-morrow."
At this instant Dick heard the footsteps of the orderly re
turning from the direction of General Howe's room, and' h
quickly sat down and assumed a look of dull disinterested
ness.
"Is your employer a good doctor?" the orderly asked
looking carelessly at Dick.
"Huh ?" remarked Dick.
'l'hc orderly repeated the question.
"Guess he is," said Dick. "I dunno, 'oause I neTer' he
'im doctor me none."
"He cures other people, though, doesn't he?'~
Dick nodded.
"Guess he does," he replied.
The orderly asked no more questions, and Dick heard him
mutter something like "Ignorant clod I"
Dick smiled in his sleeTe.
. "He won't bother me with any more questions," h<!
thought.
A few minutes later there came a knock at the door and
the orderly went out into the hall and opened the door.
He closed the door and then conducted someone along the

The grocer was standing in lhe doorway as they came
along, cold as the night was.
"Found the doctor, eh?" he remarked to Dick.
"Yes," the youth replied.
"I hope you'll do your Tery best by the general, Dr.
Scott," the man ·said, and Dick's companion growled under
his breath.
"The old Tory !" he muttered, when out of hearing. ''I
don' t like him, nor any of his kind I"
"You are right," agreed Dick; "there is some excuse for
the British doing as they are trying to do, but I can find no
excuse for .Americans who would help them."
"'l'here is no excuse for them."
They were at British headquarters now, and they ascended
the steps and the doctor knocked on the door.
It 1rns opened at once by an orderly.
"I am the doctor," said Dr. Scott, and he strode through
into the hallway, followed by Dick.
"Who is this?" the orderly asked.
han.
_
"My man of work; here, give me the case. You stay here
Dick seized upon the opportunity, and, leaping to his feet,
till I come out again."
listened at the connecting door again.
"Very well, sir," said. Dick ..
'rhe men were still talking and Dick heard them discuss-

I

I

ing the ways 1md means of moving upon Trenton and making the attack on the patriot army.
This was just what he wished to learn, and he .was glad
that he had been so fortunate as to happen along at just the
time he did, so as to be sent for the doctor and thus get a

Diek felt sure that the man was going to seize him.
He would not be captured now for anything in the world.
He had secured some valuable information.

It must be sent to General Washington.
If he was to be made a prisoner the information would not

chance to come into the headquarters of the British generals reach the commander-in-chief of the Continental army.
with the man of medicine.
So Dick acted instantly.

"I have learned considerable," he thought; "and I will
send one of the boys back to Trenton early in the morning
with a letter to the commander-in-chief, telling him all I

He leaped toward the doorway leading into the hall.
"Look out, doctor!" he cried.

The doctor understood him and sprang forward and to
have learned, and then we will keep close watch, and as soon one side, so as to let Dick pass.
as the redcoats start to move upon Trenton I will send anThen he, with seeming carelessness, got into the way of
other messenger."
the British officer, who was approaching with outstretched
Dick was well pleased.
hands, in an endeavor to seize Dick.
Just then he heard the approaching footsteps of the orderly and quickly returned to his seat.
He "'as only just in time.
The next moment the orderly entered.
He glnnced at Dick, but said nothing.
He judged it
ndividual.

\"3S

useless to waste time upon such a dull

Re got hold of the doctor instead.
"What does this mean?
cried Doctor Scott.

What are you trying to do?"

Thr.u he seized the officer and held him, pretending to
think the officer was attacking him.
He held the man till he heard the outer door open and
shut, and then he let go of the angry Briton.

'l'his suited Dick very well.

"What do you mean?" almost hissed the officer, who was
He had no desire to carry on a conversation with the Captain Parks, an officer who had seen Dick several times.
ellow.
"Why did you interfere? You have aided a rebel spy to
Presently there came the sound of footsteps along the escape ['I
all, and then Dr. Scott appeared in the doorway leading . Then Captain Parks rushed out into the hall rm"'. to th"
rom the hall.
front door.
At the same instant the door connecting with the adjoing room-the door at which Dick had been listeningpened, and three men in the uniforms of British officers

He jerked the d0v, open and rushed outside.
He looked up, then down the street.
Half a block away he saw Dick running with all his

tercd the room.
might.
They hail their hats on and their cloaks, and were eviThe officer drew a pistol, leveled it and fired.
Dick kept on running.
Dick was afraid to lo~k around.
"Missed!" growled the captain. 'rhen he drew his oths1
One oi lhe officers might be someone whom he had encoun- pist0l and fired.
red in the past, and who might recognize him.
Still Dick continued on his way, without slackening his
He leaped to his feet and hastened across the room toward speed.
"Curse the luck I I can't shoot worth a cent in the dark"llold on, there!" cried an imperious voice, which ness !" the captain growled.
uncled familiar to Dick.
· He had shot better than he "thought, however, ior one of
Dick knew the man was speaking to him, but he did not the bullets from the pistol had grazed Dick's side, drawing
ip.
blood.
In,;tcad, he went faster.
"That was a close call," the youth murmured.

"A re ye read_v to go, doctor?" he asked, in a loud, dis'Yes. I am read3' t o - "

He kept on running as swiftly as ever, and the first crossstrcct he came to be turned down it.
Ile knew there would be a crowd out looking for him in a

'Stop, I say!" roared a voice_from behind Dick, and the very few minutes.
ith heard hurried footsteps approaching him from that
The shots fired by the officer would arouge everybody.
"ction.
Dick was aware that to be seen running 1rould bring sus-

Five of the men 8truggled to their feet as quickly as p
picion upon himself and cause him to be chased, but he did
::ible.
not .Jarc drop into a walk, so he kept on running.
They were somewhat dazed, and it took them a few .s
"Ah! H I only had a horse now I would be all right!"
he thought.
ands to remember what had happened and realize wh
But he had no horse.
they were.
He would have to trust to his own efforts to escape.
'l'hen 1.hcy saw the fugitive running up the street, a
He ran rapidly onward and turned the next corner.
struck out in pursuit.
As he did so he ran almost, literally speaking, into the
TllC'y hatl a double incentive to try to catch the fugiti
arms of half a dozen redcoats.
now.
They su&pected him of being <\ rebel, and then they wish
"Seize him !" cried one. "Seize the follow and hold him !
He has been up to some deviltry or he wouldn't be running. lo get-revenge for the manner in which he had floored the
He's a rebel, and I'll bet on it!"
They gave chase as lively as they coufd.
They yelled for 1.he fugitive to stop.
But Dick didn"t stop.
CHAPTER V.
A CHASE AND AN ESCAPE.

They had better have saved their "·ind
ning.

to

be n..:;eJ in ru

Dick ran as swi.ftly as he could.

He had kept his bearing$ and knew that he waa going i
But Dick did not intend to allow himself to be "seized." northern direction.
Not if he could help it.
He was glad of it.
He was so close to the men when he came around the cor'rhis woulil take him out o.f the l01rn on the north si
ner that he could not have avoided them had he tried.
and this would mislead his enemies.
So he didn't try.
'l'hey would think he had come from that direction.
Instead he put on more steam and plunged into the crowd
Then he coulll circle arouml and make his way to t
with all the force of a battering-ram.
cnbin ct :Mr. Sprague at his lt!isure.
llr did more.
IJiek did not mmt the redcoats to find out that he and
He struck out with his fist::s, straight into the faces of a
companions had headquarters at the cabin.
- couple of the redcoats, who were directly in front of him.
It wns a convenient place to tay. nnd he tli<l not want
One of them 'lras the man who had ordered the others to
be .forceJ to leave there.
"seize" Dick.
Then, too, he \Yollid haYc been i::orry to get ~fr. and ~
He fo1mcl this was a more difficult job than he had anticiin trouble, whioh would be the case if the redcoa
Sprague
pated.

1n fact, about the first thing he realized after giving ut- learned that they had given shelter to the "rebels.';
tcrance to the words was that the back of his head had come
in contact with something very hard and unyielding.
It was the pavement.
Then he saw about a million stars and meteors, with a
.few comets thrown in for good measure, and then he didn't
see anything for awhile.
He had been knocked senseless by the blow in the face
from Dick's fist and the thump of his head on the pavement.
Two more of the redcoats had gone down as a result of
the first impact of Dick's body and fist, and this left three
sianding.

Dick drew gradually away from his pursuers.
They realized this, and.fearing he would make his esc&
they Legan firing upon him.

It \ms dark, however, and they were forcrd to fire by gu "
The bullets flew wide of the mark.
Stili one might accidentally go straight to the mark, a
Dick did not like the idea of being made a target of.
He turned the first corner he came to, and ran rapi
ncrogs to the next street, where he turned ngain.
])ich had put on an extra burst of spee<l, aud by exertin
himself to the utmost he managed to turn the corner befo
the redcoats turned the fir~t corner.
L\s Dick rushed around the corner a man was cmmi
along the street on horseback.

Dick whirled and dealt three blows in quick succession,
and the three went down, as had their companions.
Then Dick leaped away up the street as fast as he could
The horse was evidently a somewhat scary animal, for
run.
bccnme frightened at Dick and stopped and whirled ha

around so suddenly as to cause the rider to pitch off onto

The moon was now up and shining, and they could see

fairly well.
They gave utterance to a wild yell of ra:ge.
The man lay still.
They realized that their prey was about to e;;cape them.
He had been either killed by the fall or knocked 'emeless.
They had afready fired off their pistols, so could not fire
Dick did not stop to investigate which.
upon the fugitive.
vVhat interested him was the horse.

the ground oil his head.

The animal, after its first action of shying, had stopped.
It stood now looking at Dick, who ha<l stopped running,

.._\ 11 they could do was yell.

80 thfy yelled like good fellows.
'l'hi;;:
wa::> without effect, Lmless it may have served to ;1cand giving vent to little snorts of hal.f-fcar, half-surprise
celcn1tc lhe speed of the flying horse, and. Dick was soon out
an<l inquiry.
.:>£ the town and speeding along the highwa.v.
EYidently the animal realized lhat it ha<l been frightened
"l'll keep straight on for a mile or so," thought Dick· ":;0
by ;1 man, something it "'US familiar with, and should not
a:; to mislead anyone who may see me, and then I will turn
hare become frightened by, but it could not understand why
iow:rrd i.he west, go in that direction a mile or two, and then
he had come running aroun.d the. corner so suddenly.
back soulh, after which I will make my way eastward till I
Dick stepped down off the curb and approached the horse.
am in the vicinity 0£ 1lr. Spragne's house." ·
··Good boy! Nice boy!" he said, coaxingly.
This plan Dick put into effect.
'l'he horse arched his neck, snorted ancl looked at Dick inHe rode onward toward the north till he came to a road
quiringly and 1>oruewhat suspiciously. Ile doubtless feared
crossing the one he \YaS on. lie was two miles from Princea trick.
ton, and felt safe in turning aside, and he did so.
Dick kept talking to him in kindly tones, however, and
He rode along the road toward the west a distance of two
the horse did not offer to run away.
C'loser and closer Dick drew to the animal, and while he miles and then turned toward the south.
He kept on in this direction nearly two miles, when he
\i'l.ls yet ten feet away he heard the patter of the feet of his
e11lered lhc timber.
ursuers.
The horse heard it, too, and arched his neck and snorted.
11 c was almost due west from Princeton now, and about
'·Good boy! Xice boy!" said Dick, and he moved forward two miles clistant from the town.
He had allowed the horse lo slacken his speed to a walk
....
'
norc rapidly.
as the animal had been ridden fast a distance of several
rhc hor ·c\; attention was attracted by the sound of the
miles, ftnd suddenly Dick was amazed and somewhat startled
ootsicps and its attention was momentarily taken away
to see a dozen horsemen come galloping out of a road which
om Dick.
led from Princeton.
The youth improved his opportunity.
He knew that there was a road there, leading due west
He~ieaped forward.
from Princeton, but he bad n.ot expected to encounter any

His leap was like that of a panther.
His hands reached out and grasped the bridle-reins.
1'he horse awoke to its danger too late.

redcoats at that juncture of the two roads.
He had expected to fool them completely by riding out of
the town in a northerly direction.

It gave a snort of fear and leaped back.

But here were some redcoats, and that they had come
Dick had hold of the reins, however, and held on.
here for the purpose of heading him off was proven when
..\fore, he sprang around to the side of the animal and they gave utterance to shouts of delight as their eyes fell
iped into the saddle at a bound.
upon him.
He placed his feet in the stirrups, and at this instant the
Dick knew he would not dare show fight.
coats came racing around the corner.
There were too many of the redcoats.
The horse saw them, and giving vent to a snort of fright
A dozen to one was too great odds.
whirlc<l upon ib hind legs~ as upon a pivot, and darted
ay up the street.

ick was not unseated by the horse's sudden action.
e had been on the lookout for something of the kind,
kept his seat.
he redcoats took in !he situation at a glance.

He would have to try to make his escape.
He diil not feel li]rn turning around and making a race
for it, bae:k in the direction from which he had come.
His horse was too tired.
He \ronld probably be overtaken.
No; he would tnkc fo the woods.

As bis horse was tired, and it would be awkwrird trying to
There was no reason why he should not do it, Di
ride through the timber, anyway, he decided to abandon thought.
the animal.
He made up his mind to attempt it, anyway.
He entered the timber o_nly a short distance.
To decide was to act.
When
he was a hundred yards in he paused, and taking
As the triumphant shouts of the redcoats came to his
earn he brought his horse to a stop and leaped to the ground. his 8tation behind a tree, waited, silently and watchfully,
He leaped away, and darted· into the timber at the side of the coming of the redcoats.
He knew they would be along very soon.
the road.
And so it proved.
As the redcoats saw this action on Dick's part, they gave
Scarce more than a minute had elapsed before he hea
vent 1.o loud and .angry yells.
They knew they were dealing with a shrewd and slippery the footsteps of the redcoats.
He listened intently, and was able to determine from t
customer.
Captain Parks had told who Dick was, and they knew he sounds that he would be about half way between two of t
was the boy spy who had already done so many daring things redcoats.
"They hri;re. scattered out," he thought, "and are a.be>
as to get his name up as the most successful and daring
thirty feet apart. That is all right for me. As soon as th
patriot spy of the Revolution.
have passed me I will strike back to the road, mount one
They knew that he would be hard to capture, now that he
the horses and get away from here in a hurry.'·'
had abandoned the horse and taken to the timber.
Dick stood close to the tree and waited.
They would have to do likewise.
Presently the British soldiers were even with him.
They could not hope to follow him in the woods on horseThen they passed him.
back.
The youth stood like a statue.
He would be in a condition to laugh at their efforts to
"How foolish of them to think they could .find me in t
track him.
woods in the dark,'' he thought. "They could pass with
No; they would have to do as he had done.
three feet of me and still not find me.''
I
They acted promptly.
'The plan of procedure of the redcoats suited Dick ve
They leaped down off their horses, tied' them and entered well, however.
the timber.
;.·· He was not disposed to complain.

They scattered.
If he had had the arranging of affairs he could not ha
They felt that their chances would be better than if they arranged them more to his satisfaction.
kept together.
When the redcoats had pas8ed on twenty or thirty yaIn this, of course, they were right.
Dick left his position by the 1.ree.
But their chances of catching Dick were slim indeed.
He stole away through the timber.
He was a youth who had been raised in the woods, as it
He moved as noiselessly as an Indian scout.
were.
He made no noise at all.
He was skilled in woodcraft.
If a redcoat had been within three yards of Dick he con
They were not.
not have heard the youth as he moved along.
Hence he would have the adv!J.ntage.
As there were none of the Britop.s anywhere near as clo
It was quite dark in the timber.
as that, there was no danger that the youth would be hear
'l'he m0on did not penetrate here.
Ile moved onward through the timber.
·
'l'his was to Dick's advantage.
A few minutes later he reached the road:
Ile realized this.
He thought it possible that tht. redcoats might have ldt
He i'elt secure as soon as be had got into the woods.
man to gnard the horses, so -he proceeded cautiously.
Still he would have to exercise some care.
It would have been the wise thing to do, of course, for t1
Then a sudclen thought came to him.
redcoats to leave one or two of their number on guard ov(
Why not play a trick on the redcoats?
the horses, but they had not done anything of the .kind.
While they were searching for him, why could he not . The idea of the fugitive returning, doubling on them li
slip through their line, return to the road, mount one of a fox, and taking a horse and continuing on his way had ll(
their horses and ride away in triumph?
oc;curred to them.
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So it "'as all plain sailing :for Dick.
He aould select a horse at his leisure, mount and ride
away v.•ithout let or hindrance.
But another thought struck the youth.
Whf n')t capture the horses and take them away, leaving
the redcoats to foot it back to Princeton?
That would be a good joke on them.
Not only that, but the hor!les would come in very handy
for General Washington' s officers, and for the use of messengers, etc.
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He looked at Dick.
rrhen he looked at the horses.
"Great guns, Dick ! What have you there?" he exclaimed.
"Horses !" replied Dick.

CHAPTER VI.
'rO:M: SPHAUOE.

Dick resolved to try to get away with the entire lot of
hors~, anyw~y .

He selected one which he would ride) then he untied the
ethers, one after another, and tied the halter straps of one
to the pommel of the saddle on the back of another . . One
fter another he served in this manner , and when he had
xed them all, including the horse he had escaped out of
rinceton on, he mounted the horse he had selected and rode
lowly away.

The other youths came out of the cabin in a hurry.
Mr. Sprague and his wife foJlowed suit.
They had nll remained up, awaiting Dick's Teturn.
"Thirteen horses!" said Bob, who had counted them.
" Where are the men who were ricling them, Dick?"
" In the woods, Bob.''
"In the woods?"
"Yes."

Bob and the other youths stared at Dick, and then looked
'fhe other horses followed, being pulled ;i-long by the
alter straps, .and it made quite: a string.
arountl toward the surrounding timber, as if expecting fo
Dick was well pleased with the success of his plan so far. , see a lot oi redcoats appear.
"I hope I will be able to "et clear away out of sight and' "What woods, Dick? These here?" and he gave a corn0
.
prehensive sweep of the hands
·oun d before they come back to the road,"
he thought.
•
•
•
'Then he chuckled to himself.
"No," and then Dick told his story in as few words as
"I would like to see them when they return and find all possible, all listening with int~rest.
"Allll now," said Dick in conclusion, "I want some of you
heir horses gone," he said. "Vlon't they be mad, though?"
boys to take these horses to the commander-in-chief at
Dick's hope was realized.
Trenton,
and I want to send him a message, also."
He rode away, and disapprared into the night, and no
".All right; some of us are ready to start at any moment,
:mnd came from the rear.
Dick,"
said Bob.
The redcoats were still in the timber searching for him.
"I guees six of you will be enough to go," said Dick. "You
·'Maybe they will learn something about woodcraft becan
each ride your own horse and lead two others, one on
)re they get out," mused Dick, smiling, "or, more likely,"
' added, the smile deepening, "they will get lost, and each side."
nder around in the timber all night. I hope they may."

"Name who you wish to go, Dick," said Bob.
Dick did so, am!. the six named, of whom Bob wag on<>,
He ha.cl to let the horses go in a walk, as had he tried to got ready at once.
faster some
them would have held back, broken the
Dick entered. the cabin and wrote a letter to General
lter straps and escaped.
Washington, telling the commander-in-chief what he had
Half an hour later he entered the timber at a point not di scovered, and this he gave to Bob to deliver.
re than a quarter of a mile from the cabin of Mr.
The youths were soon ready for the start, and bidding
rague, and after considerable trouble, as the horses got Dick and those who were to remain behind good-by, they rode
gl ed up among the trees two or three times, he reached away.
clearing.
Then tlie y0uths and Mr. and Mrs. Sprague entered the
e rode right up to the door and dismounted.
cabi::i.

'rhe youth rode onward.

of

e knocked upon the door.
They talked for a while, and then Mr. Sprague and his
nstantly there was the sound of footsteps.
wife withdrew to the room that had been their son's before
hen the door opened and Bob appeared, outlined against he went awny to the war, and the youths had the big room~ ~ '
big \food fire in the fireplace.
themselves.
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'l'hey threw some _comfortables down on the floor and lay
Then Mr. Sprague advanced and shook the boy by
down in 'their clothes, and were soo.n asleep.
band.
At about noor. next day Bob and his five companions came
"He's not a bad fellow, even though he is a Tory, and
Lack.
the British army," thought Dick. "Still, I wish he had
" Wlint did the commander-in-chief say, Bob?" asked Dick, off coming to see his parents for a while longer."
eagerly.
Then Tom Sprague looked around at the youths, rec
. "He s.aid that was just the information he wanted, Dick," I nizing their uniforms, and said:
replied Bo!.J. "H€ said for you to watch the British closely, - "'iVho arc these young gentlemen, and what are they do"
am1 send ;:i messenger to him each day, keeping him informed here?;'
Mrs. Sprague did not answer, and her husband coug
of everything. And he wishes to know of the movements of
and
hesitated.
the Briti:::h forces as soon as possible after they starL"
He did not know what to say.
".-'i..11 right, Bob; we will keep him posted."
Dick decided to relieve them of embarrassment.
Dick hnc1 found a tall tree close to the edge of the timber,
"\\'c arc a party out hunting," he said, quietly. "We I
on lhe side towarcl Princeton, and by climbing this tree it
was possible to see what was going on in the town tolerably our way, nnd stopped here to get something to eat."
The young man looked at Dick searchingly.
distinctly. AL any rate, no body of men could )eave the
"I don't believe it," he said bluntly, "and I think I kn
to1rn without bt>ing ~ecn by any one in the tree.
As it wn quite cold, Dick had it arranged so that the 1rho you are, too !"
youths took ium about in keeping watch.
"Oh, Tom!" exclaimed his mother.
Dick gave J\1rs. Sprague a smile, and a gesture which
Eac:h remained in the tree-top half an hour, when another
mennt to be reassuring.
would relieve him.
"So you think you know who I am?" he remarked.
'J'h1•v kept close walch through the day, and while thry
"I am sure of it. I lleard all about the young spy who
had seen men moving about in the town, and behind the
earthworks which Donop had thrown up, there was as yet no in Princeton last night, and I would wager a round 1um t
signs that the British were anywhere near ready to move on you nre that very fellow-Dick Slater!"
Trenton.

They were waiting for something, though Dick
coult.! not imagine what it could be.

"So you think I am Dick Slater, do you?"
"I am sure of it."

They ]md supper soon after dark, and sat down in front of
the fireplace to talk otthe war.

Dick smiled.

"You are right," he said. "And now, I must ask y
what
you purpose doing when you return to Princeto
They were sitting there, talking, ~vhen there came the
y OU will not report OUr presence here at the home of yo
sound of footsteps outside.
parents, will you?"
Next the door openecl, and a young man in the uniform of
"Why not?"
a British soldier entered.
Tom .Spragne looked at his parents and then at Dick wi
He. had got inside the house and closed the door before
l look of defiance.
he seemed to notice the presence of Dick and the other
"F +l .
,, 'd D'
"'f
d
'or . us reason, sa1
ic1'; i you were to o that
youths, and then he paused and gave utterance to an ex·
t
lt
·
t
bl
f
,
'
.
.
tug11· rcsn m rou e or your parents. '
clamat1on of astorushment.
~
"Why so.?"
At the same time Mr. and Mrs. Sprague cried in unison:
"Because they have given us food and shelter."
"Tom!"
"I can't help it; I shall report your presence here," sa
Then Dick understood.
Tom, somewhat doggedly. "I don't think they will bar
This was Tom Sprague, the 'fory son of whom the two
my parents, wl1cn I am a soldier in their army. If I thoug
had spoken, and whose clothes Dick bad worn to the town they would, I'd--"
the night before.
"Qui~ fighting for King George, eh? Well, you had bctt
l\lrs. Sprague sprang to her feet, and running to the new- not risk it, Tom."
comer, seized him in her arms and kissed him.
- "Xo, don't do et, 'fom," said bis father.
Dick watched the young man closely, and was pJeased to
B11t Tom was stubborn.
see that he seemed glad to see his mother, and "that hi:_ re"I've got to do it," he declared. "I wouldn't be true to m
turned the kiss.
king if I had this information and kept it from m.v superi

'l'HE L1 rrnHT\"

l\O 't ::; 'J'O 'l'HE ltESOU.E.

utliccrs. l shall tell them as soon as 1 get ba(;k-aud I had
better go right back."
"Oh, no; don't go right back!" pleaded his mother, and
then she advanced, and taking the youth's hands in hers, said
'in a still more pleading voice : "Please, Tom, don~t tell thet
these young men air here I Prommus me thet, won't ye?"

OIIAP'l'ER VII.
A PRlSONEH UNDEU

PE CULIM~

ClHCU.:!IIS'r.ANCES.

All stared at Dick.
'l'hey understood now why he had approved of 'l'om's detl'om hesitated.
termination to reveal their presence at the house of hie par'rhcn he said, with an air of determination:
ents when he returned to his army.
"I've got to tell, mother. I can't promise what you ask."
Dick did not intend that he should return.
"Yer a fool, Tom Sprague, ef ye do be my own son !" said
"I thought so!" n1J,lrmured Bob, under his breath.
Mr. Sprague.
Mr. Sprague's under jaw dropped at first, and then a
Dick rose and approached the ihree, who were standing in
queer, comical grin overspread his homely face as the humor
;he miildle of the room.
of the idea struck him.
''Your son is right, Mr. Sprague," he said quietly.
Mrs. Sprague looked amazed, startled and distressed.
"Eh-what d'ye say, pick-he"s right?" exclaimed the
Evidently she hardly ]mew what to think or say.
nan.
"Say, thet'll be er good joke, won't it?" exclaimed Mr.
:Mrs. Sprague and the "Liberty Boys" looked at Dick in
Sprague. "Ther idee uv makin' er pris'nt:r uv Tom an'
istonishment, while Tom Sprague regarded Dick with a
holdin' uv 'im in his own home, with bis own parents to keep
watch uv 'iin, is erbout ther funniest thing I ever heerd uv !''
ook of surprise and disti:ust and suspicion.
He decided that Dick was intent on playing some trick on
"But it won't happen, father," said Tom.
m.

"It is this way," went on Dick. ''Your son is a soldier in
British army; now, if he were to return to the army, and
aving this information, were to keep it secret, he would not
e true to his king. Ile would be a traitor, and you would
ot wish your son to be a traitor, or false to the cause for
hich he is £ghting ?"
ie

.All looked at Dick with surprise written on their faces.

"Why not, Tom?"
"Because I'm not going to let myself be captured:"
As 'rom Sprague spoke he whirled and made a dasa ior
the door.
He had not fooled Dick, however.
The youth had been watching him closely.
Ue saw the young Tory was going to do something desperate.

Of course, the most Jikely thing he would do would be to
"What can Dick be driving at?" tho11ght Bob. "Surely
to escape from the cabin.
try
isn't going to let tbat young fellow go back and report
1r presence here!"
Dick realized this.
The other youihs were thinking much the same as Bob.
So when 'l'om made a dash for the door hl' wa not quick
rrhe parents of the young mail shook their heads.
enough.
"No, I wouldn't want 'im ter be er traitor an' er sneak,"
Dick leaped forward like a panther.
id Ur. Sprague.
He was upon the young man be.fore he could reach the
" ... To; we wouldll't want 'im ter do ennythin' dishonerble," door.
Dick seized Tom Sprague by the shoulders and jerked ltim
e mother said.
ask
consistently
cannot
we
"so
Dick,
said
not,"
course
"Of
backward and away from the door.
to keep the matter of our being here a secret."
Tl:wn he seized the young fellow's wrists and pulled them
'im
hev
tcr
hate
I
"but
Sprague,
Mr.
agreed
"Thct's so,"
together behind his back.
back an' inform on ye, and spile all yer plans."
"Bob!" he said, in a calm tone of \'Oice, "come and tie kis
quietly.
Dick,
said
"Oh, he won't do that, Mr. Sprague,"
wrists together."
Tc will fix it so that he won't do that."
Bob leaped forward.
"What shall I tie them with, Dick?" he asked.
·nymaking him a prisoner, and keeping him here against Dick 109kec1 around at :M:r. Sprague.
will, and by force!" said Dick, in the calmest and most
"Have you anything that will do?" he asked. "A piece of
tter-of-fact manner imaginable.
deerskin thong will answer nicely.''
<\Vhat !"almost shouted Tom Sprague, leaping back and
ing at Dick.

''Yes, I have plenty of it. I will get a piece."
"Do so."
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Sprague retiring to T om's room, and the prisoner rema
Dick glanced at Mrs. Spra~e.
ing out in the large room with the "Liberty Boys."
She stood with hands clasped, a look of fear on her face.
'fhey were up early next morning, and immediately af
"Be not alarmed, :Mrs. Sprague," said Dick, gently. ''Your
son shall not be harmed. I would not injure him for the breakfast Dick wrote a note to Tom's commanding offi
worlcl. We will simply keep him a prisoner here a couple of stating that he was sick and could not return for a couple
days, and you shall be his jailor. I know he will not suffer, days, ancl signed the young man's name to it.
This he gave to Mr. Sprague, who set out at once
Princeton.

with his mother to look after him and giTe him food."
"This is an outrage!" growled Tom.

"Keep your eyes open, Mr. Sprague," said Dick, as t
"Oh, no; it is simply necessary that we should prevent you
from returning and telling that we are .here. You shall be man started, "and if you see anything unusual going on
well taken care of, and no harm ·whatevcr will come to you." the camp of the enemy, let me know when you come back."
"l'm not so sure about that."
" ,\ll right, Dick; I'll do et, ye may be sure."
"You are not ? What do you mean ?"
Mr. Sprague retumed at the end of two hours.
"I got leave of absence .for to-night only; if I fail to reHe reported that the officer had simply ordered that T1
return just as soon as he was able to do so.
should
dea
as
upon
looked
be
turn to-morrow morning I shall
He reported to Dick privately that while Lhcre was co
"Oh, no; we'll fix that," said Dick. "We don't want the siderable stir in the British camp, there were a;; yet no sig
king's soldiers to come prowling around here in search o.f of a general movement.
"I guess they will wait till the time decicled upon-Jau
you, so will send word to your commanding officer that you

serter."

ary 2d," said Dick.
are suddenly ill, and cannot return for a few days."
The face o.f Mrs. Sprague, which had grollrn anxious when
1\Ir. Sprague said he thought this likely.
and
now,
cleared
deserter,
a
branded
be
would
Tom said he
Dick sent a message to the commander-in-chief of tl
she breathed more freely again .
Continental Army right away after dinner, giving a stat
Mr. Sprague now approached irith t.he deerskin thong, ment of affairs, and in the evening, when the messenger r
and Bob tied Tom's wrists together tightly, after which he turned, he brought a message from General Washington.
In the message the commander-in-chief stated that he wi
was given a seat on a bench in front of the fireplace.
.
'
going to send Ge_neral Greene, with six hundred men an
He looked sullen and moody, however.
two field pieces forward, on the morrow, so as to be in read
He was evidently greatly put out over his capture.
Presently he turned to his mother.
"Mother," he said, in a reproachful tone, "I wouldn't
have believed you would allow me to be trussed up in this
fashion right be£0re your eyes."
"I couldn't help myself, if I wished to, 'rom," was the reply, "but ye air in no da'D.ger, an' I would rather ye wuz

ness to harass the British when they started to move o
Trenton. The commander-in-chief told Dick to give sue
aid as he could to General Greene, and assiet him in selectin
a point at which to take up his position.
Dick told the boys privately what the commander-in-chie
had written.

"Don't say anything about it before Tom Sprague," h
heer, a pris'ner, than thet ye hed gone back an' informed on
cautioned. "He might escape, you know, and we don't wan
these young men."
The conversation was not very lively during the rest of the the British to 1.11ow of General Greene's presence until h
opens fire on them."
eTening.
'l'hat night, as they sat in front of the fireplace talking
The prisoner was sullen and silent, and his mother mainthere came the sound of footsteps outside, followed by
tained a sad silence, and hardly took her eyes off her son.
!mock at the door.
loud
Mr. Sprague was cheerful.
'I'he youths looked at each other inquiringly.
He looked at things_in a philosophical manner.
More than one of them laid their hands on the butts o
"Tom hain't got nothin' ter complain uY," he said. "He's
more lucky 'n whut mos' pris'ners uv war is, fur he is in his their pistols.
Mr. Sprague started to go to the door, but Dick made
own home, an' knows that even his enemies is .friendly to
him."
detaining gesture and went to the door himself.
" True," said Dick. "We would p:rotect .vour sou's life
He opened the door and ~w a man in the uniform of a
soldier standing there.
British
necessary."
if
with ou r own,
'I'hey all lay down at half-past ten

ci~}o(>k,

Mr. and

Mr~.

Dick's mind was made u p instantly.

..____

-- --- -

-

They woultl have to make this felloYr a priwner, as they
".i3ccallse, when I fail io return, they will_ come here to
natl Tom 8prague.
:>ee what has become of me. If you are here, you will ee
He titepprd IJack and said:
captured, and we will be set free."
"Come in, sir."
\ "Th11t's the way you figure it, is it?"
The redcoat entered and looked at the dozen youths in '1 "Yes."
wondering amazement.
''Well, we shall be forced to see to it that that doe! liot
Dick closed the door quickly, but without much noise, and happen," with a smile.
mt up the bar.
'l'hen Dick called M:r. Sprague to one side.
"Will yon go into the British camp again for me, Mr.
"W-1Yby, what does this mean?" the redcoat gasped, and
hen as his eyes fell on Tom, who sat there with his hands Sprague ?" he asked.
"Yes,'' was the reply. "Whnt d'ye want me ter do thi!
ied together behind his back, his eyes almost popped out.

I

"It means that you have run into a trap, J ohnscn," said
om, in a bitter tone. "These young gentlemen are at presnt running things here, and you will be treated to a dose of
he san!e kind of medicine I ha rn had to take."
"What! and you were not sick at all?"
'J'he redcoat was almost paralyzed.
··"~o :uorr than you, JGhnson."

time, Dick?"

f

"I want yon to go to the colonel of Tom's and this other
mall's regiment and ask him to let Johnson remain here for
a while."
ll'Ir. Sprague looked puzzled.
"But whut shall I giv 'im ez an excuse fur wantin' Joh:ason ter stay?"

"Rut that message to the colonel?"
''Tel1 him that 'rom wishes it. 'I'ell him that Tom is lone" Was written by that young ruan," n-0dding toward Dick.! souw, and would like to have his comrade at his bedside. I
·He is Dick Slater, the 'rebel' spy, Johnson. You've heard I thiJJk the colouel will be willing to grant your reqne_st."
£ him?"
''1 think Ro; I kin try et, ennyhow."
''I should say I have!" and Johnson looked at Dick with
:'If r. Sprague started at once, and as in the other instance.
n air of interest.
I \\'as ~one about two hours.

I

"He was in the camp the other night; and even in General
owe's headquarters, you Temember."
1

''\Vcll," remarked Dick, "what did the co1one1 say?"
"I Ie ~aid it was all right, and that the man might stay."
"\'C'ry good."

I
"Yes, I remember."
Then Dick turned to Johnson, who was looking on with an
"You sec the £utility of trying to resist, I hope, :M:r..John·
on." said Dick. "It would do you no good, and might do in<]_niring look on his face.
on some harm, as we might be forced to hurt you. Kindly
lace your hanus behind your back."
Johnson hesitated.
A look at the dozen "Liber!y Boys,'' however, decided him.
It would be folly to try to resist.
He would be overpowered in a twinkling.
So he dicl as Dick ordered.
He placed his bm1ds behind his back, and Dick J>laced his
·rists together.
"Another deerskin thong, if you please, J\1r. Sprague,"
aid Dick, quietly, and J\fr. Sprague soon produced the
hong.
Then Dick and Bob tied Johnson's wrists together tightly.
.i:Text he was given a seat beside Tom on a bench.
"I am sorry that we have to serve you in this manner,''
aid Dick, quietly, "but it is necessary, and it will be for only

"'l'hey won "t come to look for you now, M:r . .T ohnson." he
said.
"'\Yhy not?"

"J\Ir. Sprague went to your colonel ancl askrd permission
for you to stay with Tom a day or two, and he granted it."
'I'om Sprag11e and the redcoat, Johnson, looked at each
other.
"Yon can't get ahead of that fellow!" said Tom, presently.
"He is the boldest fellow in the world, and is full of tricks."

"I have heard a lot about him,'' said Johnson, "and I a111
frre to say that I did not believe more than half of what I
heard. I believe all of it now, however."
"I can easily believe it all, and more,". said Tom, with a
lugubrious look on his face.
"Are you going to turn us over to tho rebel army?" asked
Johnson.

".No," replied Dick. "That is;not if you will promise to
"I don't think we will have to stay that long," said John- not say or do anything to get To•'s parentg in trouble. Ile

wo or tlure days longer."

on.
''Why not?" asked Dick, with a smile.

Iwon't, of course."

"1)h. I wouldn't do that."

"Very good; then you will both be· allowed to rejoin your
''This is a spll:lndid localion for our purpose,"
army."
to Dick.
Shortly after dinner next day a messenger arrived at the
"Yes," the youth replied. "All you will have to be carefo
cabin.
about is to retire from here in time when Lhe British are adHe had been sent on ahead, and he brought the informa- vancing."
tion that General Greene and his men were within a couple
"True,; I shall have to look out not to delay moving from
of miles o:f there, and coming, so as to be ready to interfere
with the movements o:f the British when they should start
next day on their advance toward Trenton.
General Greene wanted Dick to come and meet hi!lh and
help him select a point that would be advantageous, and
allow of using the field pieces with effect.
Dick mounted his horse at once, and telling the youths to
remain where they were till he returned, and to keep a sharp
lookout, he rode away in the COJ:l?.pany of the messenger.
They rode a mile and a hal:f in the direction of Trenton,
and came upon General Greene and his little army.
"Ah, I'm glad to see you, Dick," said Greene. "Now
let's canvass the situation. I wish to find a location where
I can command the road along which the British will advance, with the field pieces, and it must be a location from
which it_will be possible to retire quickly an~ easily when it
becomes necessary to do so."
Dick pondered for a few moments, and then turning in
his saddle, he pointed to a wooded ridge on the right hand
side, Rnd hal:f a mile nearer Princeton.
"There is the best place, in my estimation, General
Greene," he snid. "It is a quarter o:f a mile off to one side
:from the road, but it is high enough so that it will be possible
to use the field pieces with effect, I am sure."
General Greene looked at the ridge for a few moments and
then said:
"I think it will answer very well for our purpose.
ward, men !"

For-

here so long as to give the British a chance to get past our
flank. They might surround us and capture ns then, whicl
would be very bad indeed.
"So it would," acquiesced Dick.
"I hope they have recefrecl no intimation of our a1•proach," said the general. "If. we can lie low, and ta.kc the1 l
by surprise to-morro\1-, as they come marching along tl1
road, we will have a chance to do them a fine lot of uamage ...
"True, sir; I don't think they have the least suspicion of
your presence in tlrn vicinity. r have sern no scoub out
since coming here."
"I am glad o:f that."
Then the general went about giving order,... nncl preseml.v
the force was comfortably encamped-as comfortably 1s wa;;
possible, o:f course, in the cold weather.
Dick remained there a couple of hour:-, and th·~n bade
General Greene good-by and rode away.
Ile made his way back to the cabin.
j ll wae quiet there.
Dick told the boys that General Greene and his little arm:
were close at hand, and the youtb.S were well pleased.
"There'll be some 11stonishcd redcoats to-morrow when
they come marching along the road,'' said Bob. grinning
with glee.
"You are right, Bob," agreed Dick.
'] 'he youths remained at the cabin that night.
morning Dick called Mr. Sprague to one side.

)l" ext

"I am going to take my men and go and join General
Greene," he saicl, "and I will leave Tom and the redcoat in
.rnnr hands. Don't liberate them until after you hear the
.
otmd ot our cannon. Then let them loose."
CHAPTER VIII.
"All right,'' was the reply. "Well, Dick. I hope ye "ll i1~.'
"THE LTBERTY BOYS TO THE RESCUE."
good luck an' be able ter keep ther British b:-tck."
·"J'hank you. We e:.\-pect only to be able to reta.ril tht>i r
The little army moved slowly forward, and turning aside
progress
and cause them considernh1c troublr and delay, h°'1 into the timber, the men :followed a sort o:f path, and presc1·cr."
ently reached the ridge.
'J'hen Dick gave the order for the yol!ths to get .ready to
To.haul the field pieces up to the top o:f the ridge was no
~tart, and they hastened to obey.
small task, but it was accomplished presently.
They were tired of remaining at the cabin doing nothiJ1g.
General Greene and Dick set about selecting the points
They wished to get into action.
where the field pieces were to be stationed, and soon had
They were never so happy as when they were ge1ting reacl~·
these decided upon.
To General Greene's delight, it was possible to see clear to to engage th~ rnemy.
Prineeton fro~ the top of the ridge.
WhC'n they were ready, Dick ancl the re~t of the 1·ourh::
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,,hook lrnnds with Mr. and 1\frs. Sprague, thanked them for that the British were burning to avenge the disaster of
the hospitality which they had shown, bade them good-by, Trenton, when one thousand prisoners had been taken by
ancl rode away.
the patriot army, and the British had been forced to retreat
The:y soon reached the road.
in hot haste to Princeton.
They rode along till they came to the point where the path
He waited too long before opening fire with his field
turned oIT leading to the ridge, and they turned oil' and ma~e pieces, and as the sound of the first shot of these pieces was
(hciT way up to the top of the ridge.
to be the signal .for the soldiers to open fire with the muskets,
their fire was delayed also.
'l'l1ey were greeted cordially by General Greene.
rl'he result was that the extreme front of the long column
··Ha,'e they started yet?" asked Dick, when he had tied
of
British troops had passed when the order was given to
his horse.
'·Xo ~ but [ :,cc considerable stirring about among the fire the field pieces.
The gunners obeyed promptly.
troops," replied General Greene. "I think they will start
They would have fired sooner, gladly, but they had to wait
soon."
for the order.

Thi5 propl1ccy proved to be correct.
Filtecfn minutes later the British troops were seen leaving
l'riuceton and marching down t~1e road toward the south.
"There tl1cy come !" cried Bob.
.. Ye:, th~y're maying at last!" said Dick. ·
Jn the <1 if: lance the stream o [ men looked like a moving
:<t'rprnt of g.;:eat ~ize an1l lengtb, and as the men advanced the
<rrp('nt grew in size ancl took on a brighter hue of red in the
rays of the ascending sun .

The instant the field pieces spoke, the men stationed in
the timucr alongside lhe road opened with the muskets, and
the rattle-rattle of the musketry was good to hear.
"The fight is .on at last!" exclaimed Bob E'tabrook, his
eyes shining eagerly.

'•Yes; I am afraid Qeneral Greene delayerl loo long," said'
Dick, soberly. "Those redcoats might rush on past us to
lhe number of a thousand, execute a flank. movement, thus
'rhen presently the great serpent began to disintegrate and cutting of£ our retreat, and then where would we be?''
:-Pparak into rninnte ancl distinct parts.
"Jn 1.roublc," responded Bob, promptly.
Th.:>n after a while these little parts took on the shape of
"You are right. Well, I hope they won't have the energy
men.
and courage sufficient to ma!{c the attempt..,
}[en of lilipntian proportions.
"So do I!" said Mark Morrisop.
Then present]~·. n~ the men grew in size, the .faint sound
The British line was thrown into co1;fusio11 by the unexof the fifes and rlrum~ was heard.
pected attack.
The head of the lrmg column had now reached the enThe balls from the field pieces were well placed, both striktrance to the timber.
ing in the line aml killing a number o[ the redcoats. while
They were now 'llithin range, and it would haYe been pos- the fire from the muskets along the roadside, coming from
si l.Jle to co considerable damage with the field pieces, but such short range, was especially galling ancl destructive.
General Greene wished to let the front encl of the column get
The British showed great bravery, however, and answered
witlun range of his men who had been !>Cd down and the fire.with their muskets as best they could.
3tationed along the timber bordering the road, before open'rl1en suddenly an officer at the head of the column
ing .fire with the pieces.
shouted an order, and the men broke into a rup.
General Greene wished to discourage the redcoats as much
'l'hey ran down the road as rapidly as they could, and a
as possible.

cheer went up from many of the patriot soldiers.
Greene was an able genexal.
·
'l'hey thought the British were frightened, and were runHe is conccrled to-day as having been almost the equal of ning to get away from the fire of the men concealed along
Washington.
the road.

I

But the greatest generals sometimes make mistakes.
Napoleon made a mistake at Waterloo.

Dick knew better, however, and a grave look came over his
face.

Other famous generals of the 1rorld's history have macfo
;;eri011~ mistake~.

"They are going to flank us and cut off our retreat. Bob!"
he said.

And General Greene made n serious mistake on this day
of which we nrc wriling.
He forgot, or did not take. into consideration, the fact

"It looks like it, Dick."
The field pieces bad been loaded and fired several times
i10'1". nnrl Diek made his way to Genern l f.lreene's side.
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"It looks like they are going to flank us, and cut off our
retreat, General Greene," be said respectfully.
''Yes; that is what they intend trying to do, Dick, but I do
not think they can keep us from getting through. As we ha:ve
done considerable execution, however, I will give the order to
fall biH:k and retreat."
He did so, and the movement began as soon as the men
oould get the field pieces ready to remove from the top of the
ridge.
The British had been improving their time, and several
hundred of the men had got past, and they were already
executing the flank movement.
In order to escape and make a successful retreat, the
patriot soldiers would have to force their way through the
British lines.
It was going to be a hard task, and General Greene realized the fact.
He was looking sober-faced and serious.
It would be a severe blow if he allowed himself to be
cooped up here and captured.
Dick, who was getting the youths ready to lead the way
down the slope, happened to look down the road toward
Trenton, and a little cry of joy escaped him.
• A band of norsemen was coming along the road at a
sweeping gallop.

British, the youths spurred their horses forwari at full
speed.
They held their muskets in readiness for instant use.
'l'he next instant they were in the midst of the redcoats,
and they fired their muskets full in the faces of the British
soldiers.
Then they clubbed the weapons, and striking to right and
left, and shouting lustily, they forced their way through the
lines of the British like a cyclone.
'J'hcn they galloped down the mad at full speed, leaving
the British badly demoralized by the onslaught..
But the "Liberty Boys" were not through yeL
In fact, they had hardly begun.
As soon as the others who were coming up the road should
join them they would return and make the redco,ats think

I

they were contending with a hurricane and thunderbolt combined.
'rhey met. the oncoming body of horsemen before they
had gone a third of a mile.
'rhey proved to be the entire company of "Libert}' Boys,"
as Dick had surmised.
"Hurrah !" he cried, waving his sword, "you an• just in
time, boys! We are needed badly to hold the redcoati; b~ck
while the members of General Greene's force rotreat with
the .field pieces. Come on, boys, and let the 'Liberty Boys to
the Rescue !' be your cry !"
'l'be youths answered with a cheer, and then one cried:
"Lead on, Dick! We'll go where you go, and do as you
do!"
"Good!" cried Dick, whirling bis horse around in the
road. "Forward.• all! Follow me!"
Then the entire company, with Dick in the lead, w~nl

'I'hey were less than a mile away.
Dick knew they were patriot soldiers, and he jumped at
once to the conclusion that they were his company of
"Liberty Boys."
They would be eager to be in the engagement which would
take place between the men under Greene and the British, he
knew, and he felt sure that the band of horsemen was made
racing up the road.
up of the "Liberty Boys."
'l'hey were upon the British in a twinkling, it seemed like,
He hastened to General Greene's side an~ called his atthe members of the comp1my fired a volley into the faces
and
tention to the horsemen.
"They are our men," he said, "and I think it will be a of the redcoats, and then clubbing the muskets, fell upon
good idea for myself and the eleven youths with me who are them with the fury of demons.
"'I'he Liberty Boys to the Rescue!" was the cry.
mounted to ride down and through the British line, and then
we can meet the horsemen yonder and come back and engage
them, thus diverting their attention from your men's move.
ments. What do you think?"
CHAPTER IX.
"A very good plan, Dick. Put it into exec1ltion at once."
Dick ran to his horse, mounted, and cried, "Forward, all!
FIERCE PIGIITING.
!"
me
Follow
They cleft the British lines with mi much ease as if they
He rode down the slope along the path at a gallop, the
other youths-who were already mounted-following had been straw men, seemingly.
They tore it in two at the point where the path joinPd tbc
closely.
When they reached the bottom of the slope, and were near- main road, and hurled the ends asunder to the right and to
'
ing the road, where the patriot soldiers were engaging the the left.

THE LIBERTY BOYS TO THE RESCUE.
The men under General Greene were :fighting like demons
also, but it is almost certain that they could not have broken
through the British lines and eB<!aped unaided.
Hence the ''Liberty Boys" had virtually rescued them
from death or capture, for now that the British line was cut
in two, they were enabled to come pouring through the opening and start to retreat down tbe road.
The company of "Liberty Boys" divided, Bob being at the
bead of one division, and Dick at the bead of the other, and
they drove both ends of the British line backward upon
..themselves, and held them there until General ~reene and
all his men had emerged from the timber, through tµe gap,
and were retreating down the road.
Dick and the portion of the company under his command had the hardest task, as they bad turned to the left
and bad virtually the entire British army to bold in check.
Of course the road through the timber was narrow and
the British could not advance very rapidly, but there was
lot8 of force there, those bebjnd pushing the ones in front
forward.
'l'his made it a difficult matter to stay the advance of the
enemy, but by dint of the fiercest kind of :fighting they
managed to accomplish it.
They held the redcoats back until General Greene and his
men filed through and were moving down the road, and
then they began falling back.
They fell back very slowly, however.
'I'hey contested every foot of the ground with great stubbornness.
Bob arid his division now joined Dick and his men, and
they moved bach.-ward all together.

"They are ready!" thought Dick, and then in a loud voice
he cried:
"Ride down the road fifty yards and then turn aside into
the timber ! They are going to fire the field pieces l Quick!"
He repeated the order, and the youths suddenly stoppefl
trying to hold the redcoats in check, and turning their
horses, galleped down the road a distance of fifty yards.
Then at the word from Dick they turned aside and rode
into the timber, leaving Greene's men and the redcoats facing each other and not more than three hundred yards apart.
The British saw the frowning muzzles of the field pieces>
and knew what was coming.
In fa ct, those in the front ranks had heard what Dick bad
said to his men, and there had already been a wild scramble
for the protection of the tirnb~r at the roadside by those in
the front ranks.
It was impracticable for the entire British army to take to
the woods, however, and it was merely a few hundred men in
the front ranks who did so.
Those who bad been behind them were treated to a very
unpleasant dose of war before they realized that they were in
danger.
For the patriot gunners did not wait long.
They already had the range, and as soon as the ''Liberty
Boys" had got away from between them and the enemy they
fired.
·
The shots from the cannon did terrible execution, striking
the front end of the line, and tearing along through the
ranks of the British, and mowing them down like grain be- .
fore the scythe.

Shouts, shrieks and groans follo.wed, and the British line
fell into terrible disorder and confusion.
General Greene and his men now resumed their retreat,
and Dick and the ''Liberty Boys" rode out from among the
trees and followed them.
The British had been so demoralized by the shots from
the :field pieces that they did not fire upon the youths at all,
and they escaped without trouble.
\JiThen they had gone a quarter of a mile or so General
Dick kept on encouraging the ''Liberty Boys" to keep up Greene ordered a halt.
the fight, and presently he glanced back over his shoulder
The field pieces were reloaded and trained up the road.
gain.
The ''I,iberty Boys" got out of the way, a»d agaia the
The men with the field pieces had stopped and were load- pieces spoke.
·ng the cannon.
They did considerable execution this fune also, but 11ot so
"Ah, I thought so!" he said to himself. "They are going much as on. the former occasion.
o range the cannon and turn them loose up the road. We
The British had not pursued closely, and were more 1han
ill have to get out of the ~y when they are ready to fire." a third of a mile away.
Dick kept glancing back every few seeonds, and at last be
Considerable damage was inflicted, howeTer, ancl it wa~
a"· one of the men wne his bat.
evident that t~e patriot force could now take Hs time and
They retired very slowly.
'l~ey were a host within themselves, and they were enabled to make the advance of the British as slow as the proTerbi:il snail' s pace.
Dick glanced over his shoulder,
He saw that Greene's men were running, and dragging
the field pieces down the road at a lively rate, and he thought
he knew what that meant.

I
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proceed leisurely, as the British would not advance close
upon the field pieces unless it was absolutely necessary.
Of course, if the patriot force bad stopped and tried to
stand its ground, the British would have come on, and would
have captured the piec.es, but as long as the patriots pursued
t heir tactics of firing and then retreating, the British would
hold back and be content with advancing slowly.·
General Greene now rode up to Dick and asked him if one
of his "Liberty Boys" would take a message to the commander-in-chief, and Dick promptly an~wered in the affirmative.
"I was just thinking of sending one of tbe boy$, in accordance with the instructions of the commander-in-chief,
given to me the other day, before I left Trenton, but if you
have a me~sage to seµd, the one messenger will be sufficient
-and the one message also, I j udge, as you will explain
everything."
General Greene wrote a brief message to Washington, informing him of the situation, and the message was delivered
into the hands 01' Mark Morrison, with instructions to ride
rapidly, and take it to the commander-in-chief as soon as
possible.
Mark took the message, placed it in his pocket, saluted,
and rode away at a gallop.

"And so do I , my boy !"
That was a long day.
The patriots worked like beavers.
They retired, loaded the field pieces, fired them, and then
retired, loaded them again and fired them again, and repcated this over and over till all t he ammunition was exhaudcd, an d all the time the soldiers were firing upon the
British .from the timber at the side of the road, and causing
the reclcoat~ lots of trouble and the loss of many men.

'I'he patriots contested every foot of the ground, and the
advance of the enemy was very slow as a consequence.
-,

General Greene was in hopes that he might delay the
British so badly that they would not reach Trenton until
nightfall, but when the ammunition for the field pieced
gave out lhe redcoats advanced more rapidly, and it was soon
seen that it would be impossible to hold them back so that
they would be until nightfall in reaching Trenton.
General Greene did the best he could, however, ·and so
well did his brave men do their work that the British did not
enter 'l'renfon until late in the afternoon.
A messenger met Greene as his men reached 'rrenton, anc
informed him that the commander-in-chief and his entire
army lmd withdrawn across the Assnnpink, a small river
which flows into the Delaware, just south of 'l'renton.

Then the work of harassing the British and Mlding them
Washington had sent orders for Greene and his men .
in check was resumed wiLh vigor.
Parties of men were detached and left in the woods at cross the Assunpink and join the main army at once.
'rhis was done, and General Washington met Gener•.
various points, and these fired upon the ·advancing British,
Greene as he rode into the patriot lines, and congratulate~
while at regular intervals the field pieces were discharged,
him on the good work which be hall that clay performed.
usually with good eff~ct.
"I take no credit to myself for this day's work, your
"I wish to delay them as much as possible," said General
excellency," said General Greene. "In trnth, I made a: bad
Greene to Dick, as they sat side by side on their horses
"I Lluncler, and but for the bravery and wonderful fighting of
and watched the result of the shots from the cannon.
this company of 'Liberty Boys· I fear that my force would
don't wish to let them get to Trenton in time to bring on a
ha..e been captured !"
full engagement to-day. The commander-ii1-chief will want
."Indeed! Say you so?" exclaimed the commander-ina little time to think up a plan for outwitting them, and if
chief.
he has the night for it he will find a way, I am sure."
"Yes, your excellency," and then General Greene told o
"I think so," agreed Dick. "Re is a great general."
how
he bad delayed too long in opening fire on the British
"Ab, yes, he is a great general, Dick; and a wonderful
man ! Yes, he is indeed a won~erful man, else the British column, and had allowed too great a number of men to get
and Hessians wonld be occupying Trenton to-day, instead of riast him, thus making it possible for the British to execute
a flank movement and hem him in.
the patriot forces."
"That was remarkable, the crossing of the Delaware in
the night, nnd attacking Trenton in the early morning,
amidst a driving storm of sleet and snow. No other man
would have attempted such a thing."
"You are right, Dick. Ah, if Washington lives, we shall
yet be a free and inclcpenclcnt people!"
"Then I hope he will live many years!" said Dick.

"It would ha;-e succeeded, too, but for the splendid daring of :Master Dick Slater and his company of 'Liberty
Roys,' " declared Greene. "To them belongs the cr~dit."
Washington advanced and gave his hand to Dick.
"General Greene informs me that you and your company
oJ' 'Liberty Boys' virtual I;: regcued him and his men from
a trap to-day, ]\faster Dick," he said, "and I w·ish io thank
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·ou, and your braYe boys as well, for the work which you the Americans that night, but the British commander said
no.
· d so well!"
"We have run down the old fox at last," he said, com"We did bul our <luiy~ your excellency," said Dick, flushng to his eyes. "We were g·lad to be able to lend the needed plac~r:.tly, "and in the morning we will bag him!"
But Cornwallis was to learn that there is many a slip
ssistant to General Greene."
"Spoken like the brave and modest youth that you are!" 'lwixt the c11p and the lip.
said the commander-in-chief, and then he turned to General
Greene and began explaining the disposition of the patriot
forces,. and he pointed out the location of the batteries which
ha<l been so placed as to command the bridge and a couple
f fords across lhe Assunpink. .
"If the British try to force their way across they wilJ find
themselves in trouble," he said.

CHAPTER X.
A "FOXY" l\IOVE.

hortly after dark General Washington called a council of

''Yes, indeed, your excellency," agreed Greene. ''Well, war.
He wished to get the views of the members o.f his staff bethey won't have much daylight in which to work. I tried to
dcciCl.ing upon any course of action.
fore
delay them till dark, but the ammunition for the field pieces
trouble was that the situation was critical in the exThe
gave out, and they came along faster after that, as these
treme.
pieces had held them back more than anything else."
\Yashington's entire army did not much exceed five thou"Well, it is late, and, as you say, they 'vill not have a
sand, while that of the British numbered at least eight thougreat deal of daylight in which to ·work, so I think their
sand men.
attacks will not avail them anything."
And Cornwallis had sent back to Princeton for two thouHalf an hour later the British, who had paused in the
sand men whom he had left th~re to come on to Trenton
town half an hour or so, advanced and made an attempt to
to help liim in crushing the patriots.
cross ou the bridge and at the fords.
Of course Washington did not know this, but eight thouThe batteries opened fire on them, however, and after a
i..
sand men was too large odds to hope to contend against suci'ew minutes of brisk cannonading the British were forced to
cessfully.
retire.
Behind Washington and his army was the Delaware, filled
Hundreds of men with muskets were posted in the timber
with floating ice.
near the bridge and the fords, and they poured a galling fire
lt was utterly impracticable to think of trying to cross the
into the ranks of the B~itish, aiding greatly in disconcerting
river.
them, and cau ing them to falter in their attempt to get
So w!l.>lt was he to do?
across.
'rile most reasonable course of procedure would be to reThey were not disposed to give up yet, however.
treat, but the trouble was that the ground was soft, and it
The redcoats were possessed of bulldog courage.
woulrl be impossible to move the forty cannon which the
They might be overwhelmed and forced back once, but patriot army possessed.
they would try again.
And of course Washington would not think of going away
_\.nd they did.
The result was the snmc as uefore.
'l'hey were repulsed with considerable slaughter.
Half an hom elapsed, and again they made the attempt.
To fail for the third time.
'l'he batteries of the patriots were so admirably placed,
and the men handling the guns were su_ch splendid marksmen, that it wa impossible to make the crossing.
It was now growing dark, and General Cornwallis, of the
British army, decided to defer further operations till morn-

and lenviIJg the cannon.
He could not make war upon the British withvut the
cannoa.
So he e:alled the council and explained matters to the
members of his staff.
.\.11 concurred in the view that the situation was critical.
In the morning the British would move around the right
Jiank of the patriot army, double the army back against the
rivi>r, and force the commander-in-chief of the Continental
.
Army to surrender.

"I understand the purpose of Cornwallis perfectly," said
ing.
Erskilli', his right-hand officer, urged Cornwallis to attack Washington, "and if the ground were frozen, so that we
(
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could move the can»<>n, I would execute a flank movement,
and, going aron:ad the right flnnk of the British, \VOUld advance to Princeton, capture the garrison and stores there,
and then move onward to lforristown Heights. But with
the ground in this soft condition, I hardly think we can do
anything of the kind."
"Perhaps the ground may freeze in a few hours, your
excellency," suggested General Greene.
"If it should suddenly turn colder and freeze up, we
could execute the movement successfully, I am confident,"
said Washington.
"Then let us hope it will turn colder at once!" said
Sullivan.
"Amen to that!" said Cadwaladcr.
'l'hey were holding the council in a tent, and had been
talking for an hour, when General Greene shivered slightly
and said:
"lt seems to be getting colder, don't you think? It feels
that way to me, anyway."

"A splendid plan, your excellency!" cried General Q-reene.
And the other officers said the same.
"But whom will you get to remain in the camp to keep
the fires burning?" asked General Sullivan.
"I know the very persons for the work !" exclaimed General Greene. "They will jump at the chance."
"You mean the 'Liberty Boys' ?" remarked the commander-in-chief.
"Exactly, your excellency."
"I had them in mind from the first. I, like yourself,
think they would be glad to remain. They seem more than
willing, always, to take the most·dangerous work upon their
shoulders."
"Yes; they are brave and noble youths!" said Greene, who
could not forget how those same youths had only that day
rescued himself and his force of six hi;-ndrcd men, when
they were practically in the hands of the enemy.
"I will send for their commander, brave Dick Slater,"
said General Washington, "and see what he has to say regarding the matter."

"I believe it has grown colder," said Cadwalader.
The commander-in-chief called an orderly and told him to
"I have thought so for a quarter of an hour past," said
Sulli\:1m, but feared the wish was father to the thought, and bring Dick Slater, captain of the company of ''Liberty
Boys."
·
did not say anything about it.
The orderly saluted and withdrew.
"We will see!" said Washington, and he strode out of the
1lalf an hom later he returned.
tent into the open air.
Dick Slater was with him.
"You arc right !" he exclaimed, joyously. "The wind has
Dick saluted, nnd then looked at the commander-in-chief
turned to the north, and it is getting colder every minute!
See, the top of the ground is already beginning to freeze!" inquiringly.
"You sent for me, your excellency?" he askel'!.
"So it is!" agreed Greene.
"Yes, Dick," was the reply. "I have a very dangerous
The commander-in-chief became all life and action at
on foot, and as usnal I have sent for you, to see
undertaking
once.
''We will escape the trap Cornwallis has laid for us, after, if you and your brave 'Liberty Boys' would do the work."
"We will try to do it, sir; I promise you that in advance,"
all!" he exclainied. "More, we will deal them a blow at the
same time, and one that they are little expecting. Ah, the sairl Dick, promptly. "What is the work?"
The commander-in-chief explained.
fates are for us!"
"Will you attempt t~s'. n~~v that you.lrnow wh~t the work
'fhcy returned to the tent and resumed their council.
"I will now outline my plans," said Washington. "It is is, und how dnngcrou~ it is? he asked m conclus10n.
"Indeed, yes!" replied Dick. "I can't say thnt I think it
my intention to make the British think we are here, even
after we have gone, and to that end I will need a score or such a very dangerous undertaking, your excellency. The
more of brave men who will remain behind and keep the British will scarcely make an attack to-night, more escamp fires burning. They may also, with profit to us, make pccially when they hear us throwing up in~renchments, and
believe to throw up intrenchments, and the British, hearing we can easily slip away in the morning before the~· are

I·

the sound of the pickaxes, will imagine we are intending to stirring."
"Still, they might attack during the night, Dick. And
make a stand here in the morning, and will rest easy-only
to find their error with the coming of daylight. An hour or then, they might reconnoiter and find that only a few men
two before daylight the men can !!lip out of the camp, skirt were here, and then they would be able to capture you."
done, and make their wav
the British army, as we will have
. "We will risk it," smiled Di.ck.
.
"'l'hen you and your company of 'Liberty Boys' will do
to Princeton to rejoin us. Don't you think that a good
work?"
this
plan ?"'

I
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"Yes, your excellency."
'·That is settled, then; now we will begin to make our
preparations for moving frorn this place."
'·There is nothing more you wish to speak to me about,
your excellency?" inquired the youth.
"Xo, save to thank you for your kindness in accepting a
post g( such ~lunger. I hope you will have no trouble, Dick,
irn<l that you may be able to rejoin us at Princeton in the
mcrning.''
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In imagination they couid see the surprise and discomfiture of the British when they got up in the morning and
found the camp of the patriots deserted.
It would be a great joke on the redcoati.
And they were glad they had been selected to play such a
prominent part in the affair.
"How long will we stay in camp after the rest have gone,
Dick?" asked Bob.
"Until within an hour o.f sunrise."
"Till within an hour of s1mrise, eh?"
"Yes."

"Thank you sir; I hope so."
Then Dick saluted ancl withdrew.
Dick made bis way straight to the point where the com"And then we'll get out of here in a hurry."
pany of "Liberty Boys" was quartered.
"Ycs; we will mount our horses, go around the left flank
"Well, boys, there is work ahead for us," ·he said, as he of the British, and ride away to Princeton and rejoin tl.1C
seated himself by the camp fire around which the company wain army.''
was drawn.
"All right; that suits me fir~t rate."
"What is it, Dick?" asked Bob, eagerly.
The rest said the same.
"Anything more exciting than our work o.f this mornThe weather grew colder and colder, and by half-past ten
ing?" asked Mark Morrison, drily.
the ground was frozen hard.
"No, I don't anticipate that it will be as lively as that,"
General Washington gave the order to move.
replied Dick.
All Wets in readiness, aiid the command was obeyed at
once.
"What is the work, Dick?" asked Sam Sunderland.
"Well, in the first place, as soon as the ground freezes
The army began to move.
hard enough to bear up the cannon-which will be within
The guns were moved the first thing, and it was no small
a couple o-f hours or so, if it keeps on getting colder as -fast, task to get them ihrough the timber in the darkness.
as it has been doing for an hour past-General Washington j lt had to be accomplished with nry little noise, too, eh;e
and the entire army, with the exception of our company, are the British might hear and suspect what was going on.
going to slip away up the creek, cross it, go around the left
To guard against this, Dick ancl his "Liberty Boys" we11t
flank of the British army, proceed to Princeton, capture the to work on ihe frozen ground with pickaxes and spades, and
garrison and stores, and then go on to Morristown Heights.'' made as much noise as possible, so 11s to drown what noise
"Good enough !" said Bob. "But what are we to do?"
was made by the moving of the cannon and by the trampling
"We are to stay here!"
of the hundreds of feet on the frozen ground.
"To stay here?"
At last all the soldiers, with the exception o:f the company
"Yes."
of "Liberty Boys,'' had disappeared from view in the timber.
"For what purpose?"
The youths kept picking away, however, for half an hour
"To mislead the redcoats.''
at least, when they were sure the sounds made by the patriot
"To mislead them ? How can we a·o that?"'
army could no longer be heard, if the British were to listen,
"By remaining here, after the others have gone, and keep- and then they stopped picking long enough to put fresh fuel
ing up the camp fires, and by using pickaxes on the frozen on the fires.
ground to make the redcoats think we are lhrnwing up iD'l'hey talked and laughed heartily, and loud enough to be
lrenchments."
heard by the British.
"Ah, I understand!" exclaimed Bob. "Say, that is a fine
They i'clt good, and could not help it.
lan, isn't it?"
The thought of what a grand joke was being playecl on the

"It certainly is."
redcoats 'Vas very pleasing.
'l'he other youths all said the same.
As a, matter of fact, the British could and did hear the
They were glad that they were to remain for the danger- boys talking and laughing as they picked away at the frozen
ous duty.
ground, and they remarked upon 1it, and wondered how men
It suited their adventurous natures exactly.
who were in such dangerous quarters could be so apparently
'l'hen the idea of the thing pleased them .
happy :md care-free.
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·'W c·ll change their tune for them in the morning!" .aid
more than one redcoat, grimly; but it was they who were
forced to change their tune.
:\feanwhilc, the patriot army, with \\'ashington at its lJead,
was mal ing it. way along the south bank of the Assnnpink
River.

r\ssunpink a distance of a mile or so, and lhcn they crossed
nnd rode northward.
'l'he youths rode onward, and presently, far ahead of them.
they aw a column of men approaching.
"Those are not our fellows,'' said Dick. "I know; it is a
band of fugitives, going to join the main army at Trenton.''
This c1ircction, almost due east, was continued :for the dis"I judge you are right, Dick,'' said Bob. "But what arc
tance of a mile, and then a point was reached where it was we going to do-try to fight them?'.
pos,iblc to cro ;: lhe little stream.
"X o; there are too many for u. lo fight.··
Thi~ was accomplished at last, and then describilig a semi"Then what will we do?"
circle, lhc army 1Tent around the left flank of the Brilish
''Herc is a lane leading oil' at righl angles: we had belkr
army, aml coming in behind it, struck into the Princeton turn down it and avoid them."
road, and moYed steadily onward in that direction.
'l'his was the wisest thing to do.
The worsl pa rt of 1.he affair was over, so the commanJerThey would ·have to ride a mile or two farther in gcttin 0
in-chief believed.
to Prin ·eton, but it would be better lhan to try to fight as
lie dreaded the trip through the timber, a.fter leaving the large a body of men ao that which was coming down the
camp, and now all that they had to do was to keep on march- Princeton road.
ing.
Tlte redcoats doubtless saw the yonlhs. buL they were th
They would reach Princeton by daylight, he figured.
fugitires, in full retreat after the encounter \I ilh the patrio
Perlmp they might have come very near doing so, but army, .and were so demoralized that they were in no con
something occurred to detain them a while.
dition to try to head off the little bancl of horsemen.
'l'hey mcl the two thousand British troops that had been
So the "Liberty Boys" had no difficulty in escaping.
sent for by Cornwallis.
It \ras, as they had said, a couple of miles farther to
They were going to Trenton to join the main army, and l'rincclon, the way they had been forced lo go, but they rode•
when they sa \\' the front ranks of the American army they at a good gait, and succeeded in reaching lhere by the time
lhe patriot army was ready to start on its march to Morristhought they were fugitives.
town
Heights.
'l'he front van of the British was commanded by Colonel
Uawhood, and he ordered his men to intercept and attack
ihe fugitive::, as he thought them to be.
1lis men obeyed, and soon a sharp engagement was being
fought, for the Americans, under General Hugh Mercer,
were 11s eager for the fray as the British dare be.
The redcoats soon discove.red lhat this was no little bani!
of fugitives.

The garrison left in charge at Princeton by the British
had been c:iplurecl, and the Rtorcs aho. and lhe commanderin-chief counted it a very good morning's work. indeed.
He wonlu have liked to ha1•e been able to go to Kew
Rrun ll'ick and capture the garrison and stores there, bnt thr>
roads \\'ere in bad condition, lhe distance was eighteen mile;:
-a long trarnp-and he decided not to attempt it.
:So they marched to Morristo1rn lleighls instead, and took
The entire forces on both sides quickly came up, and then
up a position there which wa absolutely impregnable.
the British saw that they were outnumbered greatly.
At first, following the wounding of General Mercer by a
Cor111rallis had been utterly and completely outwitted and
bayonet thrust, the British had got a little the better of the oul-gcneralcd.
He had called the commander-in-chief o{ the continental
engagement, but Washington himself now came up, and the
army
an "old fox,,. and Wa:hington had proved him rlf
Lide of battle was quickly changed.
)
The British column was cut in twain, and one half started more than worthy of the name.
Ile hacl been altogether too sly a fox for Cornwallis.
to retreat toward New Brunswick, the other half continuing
(TII.1'1 END.]
on toward Trenton.
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These

Books~

Tell Yon Everything.!'

ACOMPLETE SET IS AREGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, In clear type and neatly bound in an attractive, Illustrated conr
Most of the books are also profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that an:
child can thoroughly understand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anything about the subject•
mentioned.
~~~~~~~~~~~@

"t>THlllSE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDLu;ss
FROM THIS OFFICE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY THREE BOOKS FOR TWENTY-Fl \T
CIENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS }dONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, 2'. Y.

SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete
:!tunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in11tructions about . guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO HOW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
Ulustrat1ld. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in·
111tructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE, AND DRIVE A IIORSE.A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
diseases peculiar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A bandy
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
By C. Stansfield Hicks.

FORTUNE TELLING.

MAGIC.
No. 2. hOW TO DO TRICKS.-'l'he great book of wag c a m1
cal'd tricks, containing full instrnction of all the leading canl tril'h~
of the day, also the most popular magi cal illusions as perfo rmed \,,
our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of thi s l>uu ~
as it will both amuse and instrnct.
·
No: 22. HO~V 'l'O DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second ~ii; ht
explamed b;)'. bis formei· assist~n t, Frerl Hunt, Jr. Explainiug li vw
the secret dialogues were carried on between the magi ciau an d t hi>
boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. T be 11:d \'
authentic explanation of seeond sight.
•
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOME A i\IAGICIAN.-Containi ng th e
grandest asso rtment of magi cal illusions ever placed ber<> re t l1t>
public. Also tricks with cards, inl'an tation s, etc.
No. 68. HOW 'l.' 0 DO CHEi\IICAL TRIUKS.-Contain in;;- o\ cr
one hundred liighly amusing and ins t ru ctive ti·icks with C'li"m"·ut::..
By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. G!). HOW 1'0 DO SLEIGH'!' OF IIA:ND.-Conta iuiug 01·er
fifty of the latest and be:st lricks used by magicians. Also coula ining the secret o[ second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Au<le rson.
No. 7'0. HOW '.rO i\lAKE MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Contnit11ng fu ll
directions for making l\Jsgic Toys a nd devices of many kiud s. H1·
A. And erson. Fullv illustrated.
·
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRWKf; WITH NU:\IBERS.- Showi ng
many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbe«s. IJy A.
Anderson. Fully ill ust rate<i.
No. 75. HOW TO BECO:\IE A CON.TUREH.-Containing
tricks with Dominoes, Dice, Cups and Balls, Ha ts, etc. l~mb ra l'i u g
tbi~ty-six illustrati9ns.
B.v A. An derso n.
No. 78. HOW '1'0 DO 'l'HE B LACK ART.-Conta ining a corn·
plete des ription of the mystC'ries of Magic and f:;I eigli t of Hn nd.
togeth er with many wonrlerfu l experirne nrs.
By A. AuJe•son.
Illustrated•

No. 1. NAPOLEON' S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies,
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
No. 23. HOW 'l.'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
,rives the explanation to all kinds of dl'eams, together with lucky
i!ID<l nnluck'y days, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happi.nes.s or
ll!lisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this httle
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fort une. Tell
tbe fortune of your friends.
. No. 76. now TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE ITAND.<Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of the lines of the
..
MECHANICAL.
band. or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future
No. 29. HO W TO BE C O~J E AN I NV EXT011.-Every bo"
events by aid of moles, marks, ecars, etc. I llust rated. By A. should know bow inventions or ig inated. Th is book exvlai ns thern
Anderson.
all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnet ism. opt ics,
pneumatics, mechanics, etc., etc. 'l'he most inst ructive hook pu tr
~
ATHLETIC.
Ii shed.
N6. 6. HOW £0 BECOME AN ATHL "l'E.-Giving full inNo. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Conta ining full
.iruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, instructions
to proceed in ord er to become a loc.'Omoti ve enhorizontal bars and various other met hods of developing I!. good, gineer ; also how
directions for building a model locomotive: toget her
.\ealtby muscle; containing over sixty illustra tions. E very boy ca u with a full descript
ion· of everything an 1>ngineer should know.
become strong and healthy by foll owiug the instructionli contained
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSIC..iL INSTRU~fEJ N 'l'S.- F ull
ln this little book.
directions
how
to
makl)
a Banjo, Violin, Zither, Aeolian Ila rp. X:vloNo. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art ot ~elf-defense made ~asy.
and ot her mu sical inst ruments ; togeth t>r with a bri<'f <IP
'Vontaining over thirty illustrat ions of guards, blows, and ~be differ ohone
scription of near ly every mu sical instrumen t nse<l in an<'i~n t '"
ient positions of a good boxer.
Every boy should ob tam one of modern
t imes. PL"Ofusely illust ra ted. By Al gernon S. F it"~PrahJ,
'these useful and instructive books, as •l will t>!acb you bow to box fO!'
twenty years bandmaster of th e Royal B engal i\farin <>s.
withont an instructor.
•
No.
59.
HOW TO 1\1,;_\ KE A I AGIC LANTE RN .-Conta iniog
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GY1\f '!\TA, 'J'. -Con!ainmg .full
descr iption o~ t he lan tern. togeth er with its hi sto ry and in veutio u
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastic spC•l' • and a tbletH: exercise . aAlso
fu
ll
directi
ons for its use and for pain ti ng slides. H an •lsomPI•
JEm:.,rncing t hirty-five illustrations. B y l:'Mfessor W. Macdonald. illust rated, 11J' John
Allen.
A b'lndy and useful book.
.
No.
71.
HOW
'l.'O DO i\IECII.dNICA L TRJCKS.-Containir. r
No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containi n'? fu ll ipstl'!-1ction for complete instruction
s for performing over six ty l\Iechani cal Trich
fencing and the use of the broads'!''ord.; also 11~struct1.o~ m archery.
Described with twenty-one practical 11lustrat10ns, givmg the best By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
·positions in fencing. A comp·Jete boo)t.
LETTER WRITING.
No. Gl. HOW TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A.complete manual
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comof bow ling. Containing full inst ru ctions for playmg all the stand·
iard American and German games; together with rules and systems plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-lettE'rs.
of sporting in use by the principal bowling clubs in the United and when to use them; also giving specimen letters for both young
and old.
"'
States. By Bartholomew Batterson.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Givin ;
complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subj ects:
also letters of intvoduction , notes and requests. ·
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTNRS TO GElNTLEl\IFJ N.-·
No 51. HOW 'l'O DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng
expla~ations of the general principles of sleight-of-band applicable Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on a ll s u bject~.
to card tricks· of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonder fu l Iirtle
pleight-of-band ; of tricks involving sleight-of-band, or the use of
'1pecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. With- lllu~•"ll· book, telling you how to write to your sweethear t, your father.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody a nd any ·
ltlons.
'
No 72. tlOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em· body you _wish to write to. Every young man and every youn g
~
braci~g all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il- lady in the land should have this book.
,~o. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORREC'l'LL--Conlustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH; OARpS.-,. tatning full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
Containin~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leadmg conJurers also rules for punctuation and composition; together wi th specimt11
"1Jld 11'1a,rlcian._ .Arranged for home emnsemPut. Fully illustrated. Jettert.

HOUSEKEEP!
IOW TO KEEP A WINDOW
ctions for constructing a win<lo"'
•·. and the most approved method" for raising beau t.
The most complete book of the kind ever pu
~t howc.

B IRDS AN D ANIMALS.

30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
voking ever publishNl. It contain ·recipes for cooking meats,
. , l{ame. and oyster.I!; a l.so pies, P.nddings, rakes and all kinds of
~· ry, and a grand collect1on of rf<'lP<'S by one of our most popular
f
t'
. f
t ·
It
-~. 37 HO W T O KEEP HOUSE
.<'on.ams m orma 100 or
, , ,.
~ ~ .
r;tbody, boys •. g1!'li;, ~en and women; it w1U t~ach you how to.
k. almoRt a1Q th mg ~1ound the honR~. su~h as parlor C!rna~ents,
ets. cements, Aeolian ~arps, and bird lime for catchm~ birds.

No. 7. HOW TO Kl~J<JP BIRDS.-Handsomely i llustrated a11 Q
containing full in~trurtions for the management and training of tM
canary, mo<'kingbird, hobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. ;m. now TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'fHY. PIGEONS AND
RABIHTR.- A neQfol a nd im•tructive book. llandsomely illn•
,
trated. By Ira I>rofraw.
~o. -40. HOV.' rro :MAKFJ AND SET TRAPS.- Including hlnta
on how to <·11td1 moles, wPnsels. otter, rats, squirrels and. bir&.
A!Ro how to <'Ure ek in~. Copiously illustrated. B y J . Harrinr toa
,
_
,
•
, ,
Kee.ne.
.. ::\o. \jO. HO~i r0 sT.l!FF .Burns. A::\D A~ IMALS.-1.
\ aluahle hook, r.1~ or. me.rruct1ons 1!1 collect10g, prepar10g, mountlna
and prPservlllC: birds, a nimal" and msects.
, ·o. ri4. UOW '1'0 KEI•~P AND MAX.HU] PETS.---- Giving eon>plet~ infornui~iou ns to the m.anner an.d method of raisin g: ~eepinr
~ammg., breed mg, nn.cl managmg all kmds of p~ts: a lso g1v10g full
mstru!'t1ons for makmg C'age,;, etc. Full\' explained by twenty-eight
illustrations making it lhe most c H p\ete look of the k'10 d
ev•
'
c n
µut li!lhed '
·
'

I

ELECTRICA L.
. 46. HOW TO :\L\KE AXD USE fj;f,ECTHICI'l'\.. - A cle-

r1r ir n of the wonderful uses of electricit\' and £>1el'tro maguetism
B tt . •
' Fl t · T
k'
f
t'
"th f lJ · t
n e:1es,
r w1, . u ms rue ions or ma •ng : ec ~·<: .oye
u~~n~rn1ge Trebel, A. :\I., M. lJ. Contnimng over fiftJ •lTO M \IU' EI ECTIUCAI H ,\CIII!l.'ER -C _
n. HOW
?D
• '. ' .' ·
. '
k.•
·
,.
~ · •f
g u 11 uireC'tions or ma mg electr!C'nl machmes, rndu~·t.ion
Jynamos. and man.v novel toys to be worked by electr1c1ty.
t. A. R. R<'nnett. l.!'ully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS
. tl7. HOW TO T>O J•JLECTRICAJ, THICKS.-Containing a
collection of instruelivC' and highly amusing electrical tricks,
Ko. 8. HOW TO BJ<;CO:\IE A SCII<J!'\'l'IST.-A usefu l and 111c
er w1lh illustrnt ions. By A .•\ndC'rson
structive book. giving a complete treatise on chem istry; also ex
perime1Jts in a«oustic~. mechanics. mathematics, <'herni~try, and di·
reetions for making fireworks, colored fires, nod gas balloons. Tblt;
ENTERTAINMEI\. ( .
9. HOW TO BECOME A \'I:;;_ "'l'HILOQl:'IST.-Bv Harrv book cannot be equaled.
Xo. H. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A completo! ha11d-hook fort
dy. The secret gh·en away. Every intelligent boy· reading
ok of instru<'tions. by 11 practical profe. sor (delighting multi- making all kiuds of candy, icP-<'rPam. syrups, essen<'es. etr .. etc.
• "o. W.-l''HA!'\K 'l'Ol'Sl~Y'8 ll1Tl'Ell S'l'A'l'J<}S JI I STAN O
every night with his wonderful imitations). can master the
d create auy amount of fun for himself anrl friPmls. It is the TABLE8. POCKET CO:\H'A. ·ro. · A. "D Ol'lflE.-Giving th<;
official distam•cs on nil the railroads of the l'nited Sta tes an41
t hook E'Yer puhlished, and ther<>'s millions (of fun) in it.
20. HOW TU g ,. -TEH'fAI.' A.' EV(<]."l."G PAR'l'Y.--A Cannda. Also tnhle of distances by watl'I' to foreign ports, hacl!
alunble little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the pr>ncipal C'ities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makln{!
ga es. sports, card diversions, C'Omic rC'citntiona, r.tc., suitahle it one of thi> 1n0Rt <"ompll'te ancl handy book8 IJUblished
No. :.8. IIO"" TO BECOME YOL'R OWN DOC'rOR.-A wo11•
11.rlor or drawine:-room entPrtainment. It rnntains more for the
derful book. t•ontaining useful and praetieal informa tion in tbll
than any hot1k 1mblished.
. 35. IIO\V 'fO PLAY UA:\IES.~A comp lete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to everJ
'lntaining th<' rules and r~gulations of billinrds, bagatelle, family. Abounding in u~eful and effective recipes for general com•
.
plaints.
mon . <'roqnet. dominoes. rte.
No. ll!'l. HOW TO COLLECT STA.\IPS AND COINS.-0011•
3... IlOW TO SOLVfl CO. "UNI>Rr'MS.-Containing all
ng conund r ums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the <'ollecting a nd arrangiD1
of stamps nnd coins. Handsomely illustrnted.
sayini:s.
No. :58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVFJ.-B.v Old King Brady,
' HOW TO PLAY O..\RDS.-A complete and handy little
ng the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known dt>tectivP. To which he la~·s down some valuablt
!no, Forty-l•'ive, Rouncc, PPdro San<'110, Draw Poker, and sensible ru les for beginners, and also relates some adventurtt
'it<"h. All Fours. an<! many other popular games of «ards. and e:q1rrien!'es of well-known detectives.
No. liO. HOW TO RECO:\IE A PIIOTOGRAPHER .-Contal•
, UO'V TO HO Pl'ZZLE~.-Containine: over three hun-1
tcresting puzz!Ps and <"onundrums. with key to same. A mg useful information rPgarding the Cao'H'ra and how to work It s
,·also how to makP Photographic '.\Iagic Lantern S li des and othet
e book. Ji'ully illustrated. Ry A. Anderson.
Trnnsrarenf'ies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
AlmeY
ET I Q.U ET T E .
now TO HECmIE A WEST POINT MILI'rARl.'
i 'o: fl~.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT: OR. BOOK OF ETIQt: ET'rE.-lt
11 a. great life «e<'ret, and OD!' that every young man desires to know CADET.- C'ontainine: full explanations how to gain a dmittance
('OUrse of Stucl:v, Examination•, Duties, Stnff of Officers, Pa.t
all about. TlJPrP's happines~ in it.
. ·o. 33. now TO Hl<JHAVK-Contnininl( thP rules and etiquette Guard, Polire TIPg•ilntions, Fire Di>pnrtnwnt, and all a boy shoull
,f good sociPty and the ea•i,..st and most approved methods of ap- know to hp a <'••iet. <'ompi!PCl and writtt•U by L u Sena rPns, autho
peariui: to goorl udYuntage at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and o( "How to HP• omP a ··l\·al <:aclet."
No. HS. ITO"' T< 1 Hl•;f'O~!Fl A NAVAL C.\ D E'r.~-Complete Ir
111 the drawing-room
strn<'tion8 of how lo earn arlmi•«ion to the Annapo li s Nave.
A<"ad1•my. Also ··on111ining the c>onrse of in truc•t ion, descriptioi
D ECLAM ATION.
. ·o. '.!i. HOW TO Hl~CITE A~ll ROOK OF HE('ITATIO. ·s. nf ero1111rl~ 3n•l huilclings. hi:tori:al ~kPt<'h. and ,,,·erything a bo}
-Containing the mo~t popular spif><•tion~ iu US•', l'Ompri~ini: Dutd1 shonld know to hPMmt' an nffic·n in the United Rtates Navy. Com
i 1aJ .. r· Fren<'h dialPd, Yankee and lri~h d ia.leet piece". together pil .. d and wriitcn hy I.11 l:'Pn1tren", author of " H ow to Become ['
\YP~t P oint ~lilitnry Cadet. "
•"t . any •tn nclard n•ndincs.

f

'

PRICE
FH \XK

10 CENTS E A CH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
TOUSEY, Pnhli~lw i , 2 4 Union Squa1·e, New York

I

AWeekly Magazine containing· Stories of the American

Revoluti

By HARRY MOORE.

DON'T FAIL

TO

READ

IT

'
•

These stories are based on actual facts and give a faith:
account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of Ameri~
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their Iii
for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of .Independen
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matt
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
1 The Liberty Boys of '76; or, Fighting for Freedom.
7
2 The Liberty Boys' Oath; or, Settling With the British and
Torieil.
,
8
3 The Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Helping General Washington.
9
4 'I'he Liberty Boys on Hand; or, Always in the Right Place.
5 Tbe Liberty Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of the- King's iO
Minions.

The Liberty Boys in Demand; or, The Champion Spi
the Revolution.
The Liberty Boys' Hard Fight; or, Beset by British
'forfos.
Thti Liberty Boys to the Rescue; or, A Host Within T l
selves.
The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, A Neck-and-II
Race With Death.

6 Tae ·Libflrty Boys' Defiance; or, " Catch and Hang Us if

You can.··

For sale by all newsdealers,

01·

8ent post1>aid on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, }1

PRANK TOUSEY, Publisher.

IF

YOU WANT ANY

24 Union Square. New Yo]

BACK NUMBERS

r'

of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out
d
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you' yl

turn mail.

POSTAGE
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